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ABSTRACT

Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) currently provides safe

horizontal navigation guidance to en route civil aircraft using the GPS L1 frequency.

As an evolution of RAIM, Advanced RAIM (ARAIM) is being developed to provide

vertical guidance in addition to horizontal using multiple constellations and dual fre-

quency thus facilitating precision approach without ground support for civil aircraft.

However, navigation guidance during zero-visibility (Category III) precision land-

ing requires an additional support in real time from a Ground Based Augmentation

System (GBAS). To improve the aircraft navigation solution, GBAS broadcasts a

differential correction and monitors any failure on transmitted satellite signals. This

dissertation contributes to ARAIM and GBAS to improve existing navigation opera-

tions in order to enable precision approach and landing.

The achievable performance of ARAIM is highly dependent on the assump-

tions on a constellation’s nominal Signal-In-Space (SIS) error models and a priori

fault probability. In the framework of ARAIM, an Integrity Support Message (ISM)

is envisioned to carry the required SIS error-model parameters and fault statistics

for users. The ISM is generated and validated through offline monitoring, and dis-

seminated along the navigation message. The first dissertation contribution is to

provide necessary satellite positions and clock biases as a truth product to evaluate

nominal SIS range errors (SISREs). An estimator is developed to generate accurate

ephemeris parameters to provide these truth products. The estimator’s performance

is demonstrated for the Global Positioning System (GPS) constellation by utilizing

the International GNSS Service (IGS) ground network to collect dual-frequency raw

GPS code and carrier phase measurements. The resulting SISREs from the estima-

tor are predicted to have a standard deviation of 0.5 m. When estimated ephemeris

parameters and clock biases are compared with precise IGS orbit and clock prod-

xviii



ucts, the resulting SISREs are within ±2� at all times. In the second contribution,

a new approach is proposed to generate the ISM by modeling the ephemeris param-

eter errors directly. In preliminary analysis, an ephemeris parameter error model is

developed for the broadcast GPS legacy navigation message (LNAV) under nominal

conditions. Then, the proposed approach is demonstrated to provide the nominal

bias and standard deviation on GPS SISREs.

As a part of fault monitoring in the GBAS, a ground monitor is developed

to detect ephemeris failures, incorrect broadcast satellite positions, and hazardous

ionosphere storms using either single- or dual frequency. The monitor also addresses

the challenge of fault-free differential correction when satellites are rising, newly ac-

quired, and re-acquired. The monitor utilizes differential code and carrier phase

measurements across multiple reference receiver antennas as the basis for detection.

Finally, the analytical performance of the monitor is demonstrated to meet Category

III precision approach and landing requirements.

xix
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) consists of satellites that or-

bit the Earth and broadcast their locations along with ranging signals toward the

Earth surface. By simply collecting the signals from satellites, any users near the

Earth surface can determine their location with an accuracy of meters. The Global

Positioning System (GPS) is a well-known GNSS from the United States that has suc-

cessfully provided worldwide position, navigation, and timing solutions. Currently,

GPS is utilized in commercial aviation for en route operations but it lacks the ability

to support safety-critical landing phases of a flight. With upcoming new GNSSs,

it is envisioned that aircraft navigation can completely rely on GNSS from takeoff

through final approach to landing. More details about existing aircraft navigation

algorithms and architectures are discussed in this introduction. This dissertation is

focused towards enabling the precise approach and landing of an aircraft.

1.1 Navigation metrics for aviation application

Unlike typical systems, an aircraft navigation system requires more than high

accuracy. This is because degradation or failure of the navigation system without a

notice would lead to a catastrophic event. There are four metrics that describe the

requirements on different navigation phases for aircraft [1].

Accuracy is the measure of the navigation output, position and/or velocity

solution, deviation from truth under fault-free conditions. Accuracy is related to

statistical features and is often built from the statistical distribution of the errors.

The accuracy specifications are often given at a certain percentile of the Cumulative

Distribution Function (CDF) (e.g., 95th percentile).
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Integrity is defined as the measure of trust that can be placed in the correct-

ness of the information supplied by a navigation system. It also includes the ability of

the navigation system to provide timely warning to users when the system should not

be used for navigation. Integrity risk is the probability of an undetected navigation

system error or failure that results in hazardously misleading information being sent

to the navigation system user.

Continuity is the likelihood that the navigation system supports the accuracy

and integrity requirements for the duration of an intended operation, presuming that

the system was available at the beginning of the operation. Continuity risk is the

probability of a detected but unscheduled navigation function interruption after the

operation has been initiated.

Availability is an indication of the ability of the system to provide a reliable

usable navigation service within a specified coverage area while meeting all three of

the other requirements. The availability of a navigation system is the percentage of

time that the services of the system are usable by the navigator.

The above discussed parameters are important for designing a navigation sys-

tem and must meet predefined requirements. Table 1.1 lists out the navigation re-

quirements for a civil aircraft during three operational phases: en route, approach

and landing. Depending on an aircraft’s decision height above the runway, approach

and landing operations are further divided into Approach operations with Vertical

guidance (APV) I/II and Category I/II/III landings, respectively. The important

and clear thing is that the required accuracy becomes more strict as you move to-

ward the Category III landing. Similarly, all requirements have bounds, especially

the Time to Alert (TTA) for Category III where a system must notify any navigation

failure within 2 s.
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In real time, navigation users compute a Protection Level (PL) instead of

evaluating integrity risk and continuity risk directly. The PL provides an upper

bound on the position errors for a given integrity requirement. The PL is a part of

the navigation system output along with position solutions, and it will be discussed

further in the following sections. Figure 1.1(a) illustrates a nominal operation where

the PL is within the predefined Alert Limit (AL)—the system is safe to use. Usually,

the PL is split into horizontal PL (HPL) and vertical PL (VPL) forming a cylindrical

bound on the aircraft position; the last two rows of Table 1.1 provide Horizontal Alert

Limit (HAL) and Vertical Alert Limit (VAL) requirements. If a PL exceeds the AL

in any direction, the system becomes unavailable, for example Figure 1.1(b), and the

user must rely on other alternative navigation systems.

(a) Navigation system is available (b) Navigation system is unavailable

Figure 1.1. Two examples of Protection Levels at aircraft to indicate availability of a
navigation system
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1.2 Augmented navigation systems

Since GNSS signals do not carry any information regarding their integrity,

it is up to GNSS users to ensure integrity on position solutions (if required for the

intended application). In the framework of civil aviation, three augmented systems

have been proposed to enable integrity checks on aircraft position solutions.

(1) Aircraft Based Augmentation System (ABAS)

(2) Satellite Based Augmentation System (SBAS)

(3) Ground Based Augmentation System (GBAS)

1.2.1 ABAS. As the name suggests, this augmented system checks the position

solution integrity by means of additional on-board navigation sensors or by exploiting

GNSS-signal redundancy. The former approach is known as Aircraft Autonomous

Integrity Monitoring (AAIM). When a barometer sensor is utilized with the GPS L1

signal, AAIM can support precise approach up to 350-ft decision height above the

runway [3]. The latter approach is widely known as Receiver Autonomous Integrity

Monitoring (RAIM) which is operational for horizontal guidance in civil aircraft using

the GPS L1 frequency [4, 5, 6].

The major limitation of ABAS is that it cannot provide vertical guidance by

using GPS alone. The continued advancement of GPS performance and new GNSS

(i.e., GLONASS, Galileo, and Beidou) have opened the possibility to support vertical

guidance in addition to horizontal as more measurements are available. Therefore,

considerable effort has been invested, especially in the European Union (EU) and the

United States (U.S.), to develop new dual-frequency multi-constellation Advanced

Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (ARAIM) [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. It is expected
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that ARAIM will support worldwide Category I landing requirements [10].

1.2.2 SBAS. This augmented system utilizes a geostationary satellite and a ground

network to perform integrity checks on GNSS signals, and it provides timely warnings

and corrections to aviation users. The SBAS ground segment uses accurately-surveyed

ground stations, widely spaced over a large area, to collect ranging measurements and

prepares nominal differential corrections and integrity parameters for each satellite

[12, Chapter 12]. An encoded SBAS message is then prepared and uploaded to a

geostationary satellite. This operation is performed in real-time and provides timely

alerts to the end user when a fault is present in GNSS signals. By means of the geosta-

tionary satellite, the SBAS message could be available to a wide area or a continent.

Currently, multiple SBASs exist globally to support regional aircraft navigation and

enable safety-of-life operations [13]. For example, the Wide Area Augmentation Sys-

tem (WAAS), the U.S. implementation of SBAS, has been certified for Category I

precision approach in the continental U.S., Canada, and Alaska since July 2003 [14].

1.2.3 GBAS. This system is designed to address the limitation of the SBAS by

focusing navigation service to a local area such as an airport. As shown in Figure

1.2, multiple accurately-surveyed antennas are installed at the local airport to collect

ranging measurements [15]. Then, the GBAS Ground Facility (GF) generates precise

differential corrections and integrity parameters specifically for nearby GNSS users.

The information from the GF is disseminated through a very high-frequency data

broadcast transmitter. Similar to SBAS, GBAS operates in real-time to provide

differential range corrections and a timely alert on faults. GBAS has been certified for

Category I precision approach service since 2009 [16], but the most ambitious GBAS

service, the Category III (zero visibility) precision landing, is under development.

The major benefit of GBAS is that significant airport infrastructure can be

alleviated compared to the currently operational Instrumental Landing System (ILS)
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that enables precision landing. For example, the ILS hardware must be installed for

each runway direction, while the GBAS GF enables precision landing in all directions

and may also support near by airports.

Figure 1.2. GBAS local ground facility at an airport

1.3 Research objective

This dissertation is focused on ARAIM and GBAS to enable next generation

navigation service for precision approach and landing. Specifically, unaddressed chal-

lenges are resolved in the ARAIM and GBAS ground segments which are responsible

for generating integrity parameters and for fault detection; ARAIM does not require

real-time communication between the ground segment and the aircraft (more details

in the next paragraph). The ARAIM and GBAS navigation user (airborne) algo-

rithms are outside the scope of this dissertation; reader can find them in [7, 16]. By

improving the ground segments’ performance, GNSS users navigation solutions will

have high accuracy and high integrity.

Since ARAIM exploits GNSS signal redundancy for integrity, its performance

is highly dependent on the signal quality, including the nominal Signal In Space (SIS)

range error model and a priori fault probability. In conventional RAIM, this infor-

mation on GPS signals is hard-coded within the receiver and is consistent with the
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commitments of the GPS Constellation Service Provider (CSP). As an evolution of

RAIM, ARAIM will use constellations which are not as mature as GPS. Therefore,

Offline Monitoring (OFM) is envisioned on the ground to generate and validate the

required information, dubbed Integrity Support Data (ISD), for all constellations.

The generated ISD is made available to users through an Integrity Support Message

(ISM) from the GNSS satellites. This dissertation contributes to the OFM by provid-

ing an independent source to evaluate GPS range error and proposing a new approach

to generate the nominal range error model.

The GBAS GF is responsible for the integrity check on GNSS signals and pro-

vides a differential range correction to nearby GBAS users. Under nominal conditions,

the GF will generate the differential corrections and integrity parameters by collect-

ing ranging measurements and broadcasting them as discussed in [17]. However, in

the event of a satellite or constellation fault, the GBAS GF must detect and inform

GBAS users. This dissertation contributes to the GBAS GF by detecting broadcast

satellite position faults and hazardous ionospheric storms. If any fault is detected, the

integrity parameters on the faulty signal are increased such that a computed PL at

GBAS users will be inflated. If the PL exceeds the predefined AL, the GBAS service

becomes unavailable—integrity is assured.

1.4 Previous work and motivation

This section describes the existing research work in the ground segments of

ARAIM and GBAS. There has been significant effort to make these systems opera-

tional as we will see in the following subsection.

1.4.1 ARAIM OFM. As a part of EU and U.S. cooperation to develop the

ARAIM algorithm, the OFM architecture is intensively investigated [9, 10, 18]. There

was discussion to consider an ‘online’ architecture to generate the ISD and deliver to
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users in real time, but the OFM is preferred to eliminate the connectivity risk between

users and ground segment [19, 20]. Basically, the OFM utilizes historically collected

broadcast GNSS navigation messages and evaluates errors by comparing to “truth"

satellite positions and clock biases. Using the precise International GNSS Service

(IGS) orbit and clock products as the truth, the performance of GPS and Galileo

constellations were evaluated, and nominal range error models were developed in

[21, 22, 23, 24]. The error models are a part of the ISD, which contains nominal

measurement biases and standard deviations of the ephemeris and clock errors. The

two remaining ISD parameters, prior probabilities of satellite- and constellation-wide

faults, are carefully determined for each constellation [25]. Sensitivity analysis on the

ISD parameters was carried out in [26] to indicate potential benefits in navigation

service once new constellations become mature.

The major limitation of the current OFM is that it heavily relies on the ex-

ternal IGS and National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) organizations for the

truth satellite positions and clock biases. Since ARAIM is intended to operate over

several decades, the Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) dependencies on ex-

ternal organizations should ideally be avoided. Indeed, none of these organizations

make specific commitments on the reliability of their products or on the process used

to obtain them. Furthermore, data gaps exist especially during satellite fault events,

which are crucial for the ISD fault statistics. These external products must, therefore,

be carefully validated before use in the OFM [27, 28, 24]. To directly address this

limitation in the OFM, an independent satellite position and clock bias generation

was proposed and analyzed in [29] through a covariance analysis. In response, this

dissertation brings the covariance analysis into reality by prototyping the satellite

position and clock bias generation.

Once the ISD is prepared by the OFM, it must be valid for a certain duration,
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which requires ranging errors to be stationary over a given time period. In simple

words, stationarity in the wide sense implies that the mean and standard deviation

of errors must remain constant over the specific time window. In the absence of

stationary errors, the generated ISM will not represent a realistic distribution of actual

errors, and the computed PL at ARAIM users will not provide accurate position

error bounds. In [30], the temporal behavior of satellite position and clock errors,

showing time-correlated range errors, was exposed and a method was proposed to

generate the ISD from sample range errors. However, GNSS users only have access

to satellite positions through a broadcast ephemeris parameter set. Nominal errors in

the ephemeris set would result in completely time-correlated satellite position errors

until a new ephemeris set is available. Therefore, the randomness in ephemeris sets

themselves is analyzed in this dissertation, and a new technique to prepare the ISD

is proposed.

1.4.2 Fault detection in the GBAS GF. Comprehensive descriptions about

all fault types and monitoring techniques in the GBAS GF are available in [12,

§31.3.3]. This dissertation focuses on the two most hazardous fault modes: a broad-

cast ephemeris fault and unusual ionospheric activity. The former fault is categorized

into different types depending on satellite maneuvers and incorrect ephemeris upload

events [31]. Each type of ephemeris failure is monitored under different processing

schemes [32, 33, 34, 31, 35]. The latter fault mode is simply due to abnormally sharp

electron density which results in an ionospheric gradient. Unlike ephemeris faults,

the ionospheric gradient size depends on location, being steepest in the equatorial

regions, and significant research efforts have been made to modeling and detection

[36, 37, 38, 39, 40].

An aircraft on Category III GBAS Approach Service Type D (GAST-D) can-

not tolerate differential ranging errors larger than 2.75 m [41]. The largest observed
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ionospheric gradient size is 850 mm/km, and this results in a 7.65-m range error [42].

Detecting these gradients is so difficult that the GF must utilize the carrier wave that

is intended to deliver actual pseudo-range (code) measurements to users for rang-

ing. On its own, the carrier signal is useless due to an unknown initial cycle count,

but when combined with an another close-by antenna to form a differential carrier

phase measurement, it provides significant fault detection capability [36]. Since the

GF has multiple antennas and receivers for hardware redundancy, multiple monitor-

ing strategies based on differential carrier phase measurements have been proposed

[43, 44, 44].

Previously developed monitors in the above mentioned citations detect both

ephemeris faults and ionospheric gradients, but the absence of faults are not guar-

anteed when a satellite is rising, newly acquired, or re-acquired in the GBAS. The

current monitors do not solve the unknown cycle ambiguity for differential carrier

measurements. As a consequence, when a fault causes differential range errors that

are close to the carrier cycle, the fault goes undetected. In other words, initial dif-

ferential corrections from the GF lack the validation of the fault-free case. This

dissertation specifically addresses the acquisition challenge and provides a new fault-

detection strategy for both ephemeris failures and ionospheric gradients.

1.5 Contributions

The contributions of this dissertation are grouped and summarized into three

following subsections. Each subsection is further addressed in subsequent chapters to

facilitate identification of concept and implementation steps. Chapter 2 contains de-

tailed information about GNSS signals and concepts of estimation and fault-detection.

1.5.1 Accurate GPS ephemeris parameters and clock biases generation.

A new computationally efficient information smoother, an estimator, is developed
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to independently provide transparent satellite position generation through ephemeris

parameters and clock biases (Chapter 3). The performance of the estimator is demon-

strated through experimental data, which also includes step-by-step guidance for pro-

totyping, and the resulting SIS range errors from the estimator have an accuracy of

0.5 m (Chapter4).

1.5.2 Analyzing GPS ephemeris parameter errors. Since, for the first

time, accurate ephemeris parameters will be available due to the first contribution,

an effort is made to characterize the true error source of range errors by directly

analyzing broadcast ephemeris parameter errors. Using experimental data, broadcast

ephemeris errors are characterized to prepare a nominal ephemeris-error model under

the nominal condition. Then, a new method is proposed to generate ISD directly

from the developed ephemeris-error model. The preliminary result closely matches

prior work and provides more insight into time-correlation of errors (Chapter 5.

1.5.3 Detecting ephemeris failures and ionospheric gradients. A GBAS

ground monitor is developed to detect anomalous SIS spatial gradients caused by

ephemeris faults and ionospheric gradients for rising, newly acquired, and re-acquired

satellites using either single- or dual-frequency GNSS signals. The monitor uses dif-

ferential carrier phase measurements across multiple reference antennas as the basis

for detection, where cycle ambiguities are obtained in less than 10 min such that

monitoring operation can start quickly. The analytical performance of the monitors

is demonstrated to meet Category III precision approach and landing requirements

(Chapters 6, 7, and 8).
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CHAPTER 2

CONCEPTS FOR SAFETY-CRITICAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

This chapter is a short overview of available GNSS measurements for users and

how GNSS is used for safe navigation. Three sections provide basic descriptions of

GNSS measurements, the positioning algorithm, and fault-detection concept. Overall,

this chapter facilitates the concept of positioning and fault-detection theory before

applying these to specific aircraft navigation applications.

2.1 GNSS measurements

In radio communication, a transmitter broadcasts useful information by mod-

ulating it over a carrier frequency. Then, a receiver collects signals in the range of the

carrier frequency and decodes (demodulates) the broadcast information. Similarly,

each GNSS satellite broadcasts a unique Pseudo Random Noise (PRN) code along

navigation parameters over predefined carrier frequencies in the L-band. Each PRN

code is unique to each satellite for clear identification, and navigation parameters con-

tain useful information for positioning such as satellite location at the transmission

time. By simply collecting satellite signals, GNSS receivers decode the PRN code to

form code measurements, also known as pseudorange measurements, which provide a

distance between satellite to receiver. At the same time, carrier wave, used for trans-

mission, is tracked, and carrier phase measurement is formed. The usage of carrier

phase measurement is limited due to unknown integer count at the transmission, but

is helpful in certain cases (more detail in Subsection 2.1.2).

Currently, large numbers of GNSS measurements are available worldwide from

multiple constellations. Some constellations have the capability to broadcast over

multiple frequencies as well as multiple types of PRN codes over the same frequency.
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For example, the GPS constellation broadcasts signals over the L1, L2 and L5 bands,

and within the L1 band, three types of code measurement, L1 C/A, L1C and L1 P(Y),

exist for navigation [45, 46]; the L2 carrier band and P(Y) code types are reserved

for military purposes. Here in this chapter, we will focus only on one type of code

measurement for navigation, with dual-frequency measurements being used in other

chapters.

2.1.1 Code measurement. Equation (2.1) shows a generic description of code

measurement at time epoch k, which is formed in receiver j and transmitted by

satellite j over carrier frequency f .

⇢i,jf,k = ri,jk + c(dtjk � dtik) + T i,j
k + I i,jf,k + "mp,⇢i,jf,k

+ "th,⇢i,jf,k
(2.1)

where,

c, f are the speed of light and the transmission frequency,

ri,jk is the true range between satellite’s transmitting

Antenna Phase Center (APC) to receiving APC at user,

dtik, dt
j
k are the clock biases at satellite i and in receiver j, respectively,

T i,j
k is the tropospheric delay while signal passed through Troposphere,

I i,jk is the ionospheric delay while signal passed through Ionosphere,

"mp,⇢i,jf
is colored multipath on code measurement,

"th,⇢i,jf
is effective white receiver thermal noise on code measurement.

Knowledge of the majority of these terms is available from the navigation

message and/or a priori developed error models. For example, satellite position and

its clock bias knowledge is available via ephemeris parameters and quadratic clock

parameters; users will remove its contributions as discussed in [45]. Ionospheric delay

contribution is removed via available Klobuchar model parameters in the navigation

message, while the tropospheric delay model is usually hard-coded in receivers [47];

Ionosphere being very dynamic compared to troposphere is usually monitored and
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predicted by CSP. Multipath and thermal noise, being the property of local antenna

environments and receiver characteristics, are treated as a noise term in determining

position.

Worldwide, GNSS self-sufficiently provides position solutions with meter-level

accuracy. However, depending on applications, external information can be used

instead of the navigation message. For example, a user may use the IGS satellite

position and clock bias product to reduce an error contribution from the navigation

message. Table 34.1 of [12] provides more accurate models to externally improve error

contribution in code measurements, which is not necessary in general applications.

2.1.2 Carrier phase measurement. Equation (2.2) shows a generic description

of carrier phase measurement at time epoch k, which is formed in receiver j and

transmitted by satellite j over carrier frequency f .

�i,j
f,k = ri,jk + c(dtjk � dtik) + T i,j

k � I i,jf,k + �fn
i,j
f + PWU i,j

f,k + "mp,�i,j
f,k

+ "th,�i,j
f,k

(2.2)

where,

ni,j
f is the integer cycle ambiguity on carrier signal f for satellite i

and receiver j,

PWU i,j
k is an additional range error due to Phase Wind Up (PWU) on carrier

phase measurement for satellite i and receiver j.

Similar to code measurements, carrier phase measurements have almost iden-

tical terms except for a negative sign in the ionospheric delay term and an additional

cycle ambiguity term. Unlike code phase being delayed in the ionosphere, carrier

phase experiences an advance thus the negative sign is presented in Equation (2.2)

[48, Subsection 5.3.1]. As mentioned earlier, the carrier wave is simply used for trans-

mission so the integer cycle count from transmission is unavailable. In addition to

cycle ambiguity, a small fraction of phase change exists due to the nature of circularly
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polarized electromagnetic waves, which is known as Phase Wind Up (PWU).

Direct use of carrier phase measurement in position and/or navigation solu-

tions is limited due to unknown integer count at transmission time. However, it can

be useful in certain applications. Three example applications are provided here for

displaying possible advantages. First, small variations in carrier phase measurements

are used to reduce the large-code-noise impact on code measurements. This approach

is well known as the hatch filter [49], and accuracy on position solution can be im-

proved. Second, Real-Time Kinematic positioning is a technique where carrier phase

measurements are used to provide centimeter level position solutions [12, Section

26.3]; here, the user needs to wait for at least half an hour to resolve cycle ambiguity.

Third, carrier phase measurements are used in fault-detection applications; Chapter

6 develops carrier phase-based fault-detection monitors.

2.2 Positioning algorithm

Multiple techniques are employed to determine user location using GNSS mea-

surements, and sometimes external sensors are also used to improve user location.

However, this section specifically covers obtaining user location using single fre-

quency code measurements and navigation-message parameters. To determine three-

dimensional user location, at least three code measurements would be necessary as

single code measurement provides only range information. In addition, receiver clock

bias is treated as an additional unknown to avoid any receiver clock instability and to

align local receiver time with GPS time. Thus, four code measurements are necessary

to determine user location and receiver clock bias.

In general, estimation theory is employed to determine unknown information

from available measurements. For example, least-square estimation and Kalman-filter

are widely used techniques. First, a linear relationship is formed between measure-
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ments and unknown parameters, and then any estimation technique can be used to

determine unknowns. In aircraft navigation, the least-square estimator is used to

determine user location at each time k. Thus, linear measurement sets will be formed

first.

In a first step, the nonlinear range term (ri,jk ) is linearized at an approximate

user location X⇤,j
0 . The knowledge of X⇤,j

0 does not need to be accurate as it is mainly

needed for linearization; one can start with (0,0,0) as well. Then, tje approximate

range term (r⇤,i,j0 ) is computed based on broadcast satellite position (X i) (available

from navigation message) and X⇤,j. The third line of Equation (2.3) indicates the

range term (ri,jk ) with resulting range error (�r|X⇤,j
0

) due to error in initial guess

(�Xj = Xj
true �X⇤,j

0 ).

ri,j = kX i �Xjk

= kX i �X⇤,j
0 k+ �r|X⇤,j

0

= r⇤,i,j0 + �r|X⇤,j
0

= r⇤,i,j0 + (� i,jeT0 �X
j
0)

(2.3)

Now, the relation between additional range term (�r) and unknown user location

relative to X⇤,j is visualized in Figure 2.1 as a projection of �X on the line-of-sight

vector; theoretical derivation using Taylor series expansion is available in [48, Sub-

section 5.1.1]. As a result, the linear relationship between range term and unknown

user location is established.

In the next step, the relationship between linear code measurement and un-

known states will be established. The known range term (r⇤,i,j0 ) and other error

contributions from navigation parameters will be corrected in the code measurement.

The first line in Equation (2.4) shows the residual code measurement after removing

the known quantities, and the second line indicates remaining unknowns, to be found,
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Figure 2.1. Graphic representation of linearizing range term at approximate user
location.

in the residual code measurement.

�⇢i,jf,0 = ⇢i,jf � r⇤,i,j0 + cdti � T i,j � I i,jf � �tSV

= � i,jeT0 �X
j
0 + cdtj + "mp,⇢i,jf

+ "th,⇢i,jf

= � i,jeT0 �X
j
0 + cdtj + "RNM,⇢i,jf

.

(2.4)

"mp,⇢i,jf
depends on the environment of user antenna and its characteristics while

"th,⇢i,jf
depends on receiver characteristics and its internal design. Usually, the receiver

manufacturer will provide a thermal noise model. However, the multipath model is

application specific as it is very dynamic as shown in [50]. Here, we simply consider

the combined Receiver Noise and Multipath (RNM) model used in aviation [51].

"RNM ⇠ (0, V ) = (0, �2
RNM) (2.5)

where, �RNM is available from [51].

Similarly, all visible satellites are linearized to form a stack of linear code

measurements with unknown user location and receiver clock bias. Equation (2.6)
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indicates the general equation where N visible satellites are stacked, and different

terms are identified as the typical measurement equation of an estimator.
2

66666664

�⇢i=1,j
f,0

...

�⇢i=N,j
f,0

3

77777775

=

2

66666664

� i=1,jeT0 c

...
...

� i=N,jeT0 c

3

77777775

2

664
�Xj

0

dtj

3

775+

2

66666664

"RNM,⇢i,jf

...

"RNM,⇢i,jf

3

77777775

y 0 = H0x 0 +v

(2.6)

where, y is measurement vector, H is observation matrix, x is state vector con-

taining user location (�Xj) and receiver clock bias (dtj), and v is measurement noise

vector.

Now, an unknown state vector (x 0) is found using the least-square estimation

(Equation (2.7)); more details about least-square estimation are available in [52,

Chapter 3]. Along with the estimated state (x̂ 0), covariance (1-�) on estimated

states is available, which indicates uncertainty in estimation due to measurement

noise.

P̂0 = (H T
0 V �1

H0)
�1

x̂ 0 = P̂0H0y 0

(2.7)

From Equations (2.3) through (2.6), approximate X⇤,j
0 leads to X̂j

0 = (X⇤,j
0 +

ˆ�Xj
0), which is the end result of the first iteration at time-epoch k. In the next itera-

tion, approximate user location would be X⇤,j
1 = X̂j

0 , and the least-square estimator

is repeated again. During the iteration process, the non-linearity errors caused by ap-

proximate state (X⇤,j) are reduced, and once it converges, resulting ˆ�Xj will be much

smaller. Usually, the normalized estimate error, such as (X̂j
0 �X⇤,j

0 )T ˆPXj
0
(X̂j

0 �X⇤,j
0 )
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value, is monitored to check its convergence. Once the normalized estimate error

becomes acceptable, we can terminate the iteration process, and user location at

time-epoch k will be available as X⇤,j
last iteration. The covariance value on the estimated

state would remain the same as there is no change in the used measurements for

iterations; minor variation would occur due to improved line-of-sight vector but it

would negligible.

Simply using single-frequency code measurement for a given time-epoch, user

location can be determined as we have shown. The accuracy of user location can be

improved further by integrating signals over time. However, the integration would

require a Kalman Filter with an accurate error model in the time-correlation sense.

Otherwise, user location may not be accurate due to unfitted error model. The

current section discussed the positioning algorithm in the general sense. Specifically

in aircraft positioning, an integrity check is necessary as discussed in Chapter 1. [53,

Appendix E], [54, Appendix J.1] and [55, Appendix I] provide details of the actual

positioning algorithms implemented in RAIM, SBAS, and GBAS, respectively. The

current-form of the ARAIM algorithm is available in [7, 56].

2.3 Fault detection

The fault-detection concept is used in different applications to identify unex-

pected events in a system. Particularly, in aircraft navigation, the information used

in positioning must be monitored against possible fault events. For example, in the

previous section, we directly assumed that satellite position (X i) is accurate from the

navigation parameter; in the past, faults were observed [57, Figure 1]. This section

is intended to discuss the general detection concept with a simple example. Typical

GNSS users may not be concerned with a fault, but it is very critical for aircraft

navigation operation as any fault in a GNSS system could lead to a catastrophic

event.
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Within aircraft navigation, different approaches exist to monitor a fault event

such as a residual-based monitor, a solutions-separation monitor, and an innovation-

based monitor. The first two monitors are almost the same as both of them observe

the impact of faults in the parity space of measurements. [58] provides a detailed

comparison of the residual versus solution separation approaches. The innovation-

based monitor employs additional information either from external sensors or from

previously estimated states to detect a fault event. Regardless of which detection

approach, the basic idea is to monitor a test-statistic, designed for a specific event,

against a pre-determined threshold. Once the test-statistic exceeds the threshold, a

fault event is identified, and the system will take appropriate action. However, the

design of the test-statistic and threshold requires careful consideration as any false

event would impact the continuity of a system while any undetected fault impacts

the integrity of a system.

Here, a simple satellite fault monitor, consisting of test statistics and threshold,

is going to be developed; a detailed description of the problem statement is in the next

paragraph. The development of a fault monitor consists of three steps. First, available

measurements and/or information is used to form a test statistic. Second, a threshold

value is selected for test-statistics based on continuity requirement; this step is known

as false-alarm analysis. Third, simulated faults are injected to observe detection

performance for the test-statistic—threshold pair. All three steps are discussed below

with actual numbers.

Problem statement: Develop a test-statistic—threshold pair to detect a

fault in satellite positions for a given time epoch k using single-frequency code mea-

surement. Considering the aircraft operation requirement, a continuity risk of 10-7

needs to be allocated in designing the threshold, and then fault magnitudes are deter-

mined which could result in integrity risk higher than 10-8. One can assume that user
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location and receiver clock bias are accurately provided externally, and navigation

message is fault-free for satellite clock bias and ionospheric delay.

2.3.1 Defining test statistic. A test statistic can be envisioned as a simple

variable which behaves differently in the presence of faults when compared to their

absence. Based on theoretical understanding of faults, we will define a test-statistic

for detecting specific types of faults. Here, we proceed via an example.

In our problem statement, we want to detect satellite faults. Thus, in the first

step, we will find out how a satellite position fault would impact a range term. Just

like in Equation (2.3), the range term is linearized using broadcast satellite position

X i
eph, and remaining range error can be visualized as a projection of the satellite-

fault vector along a line-of-sight vector (Figure 2.2). When broadcast navigation

parameters represent accurate satellite position, �X i
eph will be zero (close to zero in

reality), and so on, resulting in range error. Any orthogonal satellite faults to line-

of-sight would have negligible impact. Thus, magnitude of range error will be more

important to monitor than faulty satellite position vector.

ri,j = kX i
true �Xjk

= kX i
eph �Xjk+ �r|�Xi

eph

= ri,jeph +
i,jeT �X i

eph,

(2.8)

where, �X i
eph indicates a fault vector from broadcast satellite position from ephemeris

(X i
eph) to true position (X i

true).

Based on available knowledge and known relation in Equation (2.8), we will

define test statistics as,

qi⇢,eph,k = ⇢i,jf,k � ri,jeph � c(dtjk � dtik)� T i,j
k � I i,jf,k

= i,jeT �X i
eph + "mp,⇢i,jf

+ "th,⇢i,jf

= i,jeT �X i
eph + "i,jRNM.

(2.9)
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Figure 2.2. Graphic representation of range error due to incorrect satellite position

The first line indicates the computation of test-statistic in real-time using known

quantities, while the second line indicates the relationship of test statistics to faults

and underlying noise terms.

Once a test-statistic is defined, its distribution under the fault-free case needs

to be understood for defining a threshold. Here, Gaussian distribution is considered

for simple visualization. From Equation (2.9), the test-statistic seems to be affected

by RNM noise. However, the used broadcast satellite position in Equation (2.9) has

an uncertainty even if it is close to true. In the navigation message, �URA term is

available to inform the standard deviation of resulting range error due to broadcast

satellite position, and we will use it as possible uncertainty in X i
eph. Thus, the test-

statistic is written mathematically as,

qi⇢,eph,k ⇠ N ( i,jeT �X i
eph, �

2
q⇢,eph

) = N ( i,jeT �X i
eph,

q
�2

URA + �2
RNM) (2.10)

where, N is normal distribution.
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In our example case, it is assumed that satellite clock bias, receiver clock bias,

ionosphere delay and tropospheric delay are completely accurate, and only uncertainty

in broadcast satellite position needs to be considered. If any term has an uncertainty,

then �q⇢,eph needs to be adjusted. Otherwise, it would cause unexpected false alarms.

2.3.2 Determining threshold. This step is straightforward if the definition of

test-statistic is accurate and clear. Usually, this step is revisited after evaluating

detection performance as ultimately a tighter threshold would help in better detection;

sometimes, previously developed test-statistics may need to be modified.

Under fault-free conditions, the test-statistic would be qi⇢,eph,k ⇠ N (0, �2
q⇢,eph

).

To evaluate the threshold, �URA and �RNM are needed such that the actual uncertainty

in qi⇢,eph can be bounded. Here, �URA of 2.4 m is simply taken from the GPS navigation

message [45]. Similarly, �RNM of 0.5 m is assumed for typical GNSS receiver noise

and multipath. Thus, �q⇢,eph would be 2.45 m (=
p
2.42 + 0.52). Figure 2.3 illustrates

the probability of False Alarm (FA) (PFA) in blue to indicate a chance of the test-

statistic being outside the threshold due to the tail of a distribution. If a threshold

value is placed towards zero-mean, PFA would be higher, while placing a threshold far-

away would reduce the possibility of the fault being outside the threshold at all. For

the earlier continuity requirement (PFA) of 10-7, the exact threshold is computed by

inverse Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF); for example, a MATLAB command

P_FA=cdf('norm',�T,0,sigma_q)+(1�cdf('norm',T,0,sigma_q)). Tqi⇢,eph

would be 13.059 m for our case when �q⇢,eph ⇠ (0, (2.45m)2). In a typical application,

false-alarm requirement will not be as low as 10-7, and in such a case, the threshold

could be tightened to improve detection performance.

In this section, we made two implicit assumptions. The first assumption is

that the used error models for �RNM and �URA are accurately bounding the cumula-

tive distribution of errors. In general, error models mostly look at root-mean-square
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Figure 2.3. Illustration of false-alarm events for a hypothetical threshold against the
test-statistic distribution.

or 95 percentile. However, given the high continuity requirement of 10-7, an inaccu-

rate error model would directly contribute to false alarms even if faults are absent.

The second assumption is that the modeling of code measurement is accurate enough

that no unexpected event would cause false-alarm. Code measurement is well mod-

eled in literature, and all possible modeling error can be considered in defining a

test-statistic. However, once carrier phase measurement is being used, more accurate

modeling would be necessary [12, Chapter 19]. For example, received GNSS signals at

Antenna Phase Center (APC) are usually different from geometric center, and some-

times orientation and placement of antenna would also contribute an error. Thus,

it is ideal to collect measurements in the real environment, and check if the theo-

retical expected distribution of the test-statistic matches with the actually observed

distribution.

2.3.3 Detection performance. The previous two subsections are sufficient to

detect a fault event. In this subsection, we are interested in evaluating the detection

performance of our developed qi⇢,eph,k and Tqi⇢,eph
. By injecting simulated faults, we

will determine the capability of detection in terms of Missed Detection (MD).

In general, a system has an integrity-risk budget, and different fault categories
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have subsequent budgets in terms of acceptable missed detection; this requires de-

tailed study and is known as fault-tree analysis. In our case, we directly allocate

integrity risk of 10-8 as the acceptable probability of MD. Before actual computation,

a graphical representation is discussed to share why the risk of MD always exists.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the test-statistic distribution under the fault-free case and two

fault events. First, the fault-free case is represented by the green distribution centered

at zero; Tq is obtained from Subsection 2.3.2. Under a fault case, the distribution

will be driven in the positive or negative direction as a fault would impact the mean

of the distribution; Equation (2.10). For illustration purpose, only the positive fault

magnitude is displayed in Figure 2.4. If a fault magnitude is very large compared to

threshold (µ1 >> Tq), then the faulty distribution is far away from the threshold and

detection is guaranteed. This case is displayed as the red distribution in Figure 2.4.

However, a fault magnitude being slightly higher than threshold is not guaranteed to

be detected. For example, the orange distribution in Figure 2.4 is shifted by more

than Tq due to fault magnitude µ2, but due to the left tail distribution, probability of

the test-statistic being inside the threshold does exist. Thus, the probability of MD

exists due to the distribution of the test-statistic, and a system designer should be

aware of a proposed test-statistic limitation.

Figure 2.4. Graphical representation of test-statistic distribution under three hy-
pothesis: (1) fault-free case (green), (2) a fault being close to designed threshold
(orange), and (3) a very large fault magnitude compared to designed threshold
(red)

Since the qi⇢,eph,k distribution and threshold Tqi⇢,eph
= 13.059 m is known, we
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can evaluate the probability of MD for each satellite fault magnitude via inverse CDF.

Specifically, a magnitude of i,jeT �X i
eph will be varied instead of the actual �X i

eph vector

for simple visualization; ultimately, resulting range error is important for GNSS users.

Figure 2.5 indicates resulting PMD for positively increasing fault magnitude; a matlab

command "P_MD=cdf('norm',T_q,mu,sigma_q)�cdf('norm',�T_q,mu,sigma_q)"

is used in the evaluation. Similar to Figure 2.4, the qi⇢,eph,k distribution is shifted to-

wards the right side. Thus, PMD would be one (100) when i,jeT �X i
eph is close to zero.

The increase in i,jeT �X i
eph would reduce PMD. One can simply read Figure 2.5 to

decide if fault magnitude has an acceptable MD risk. In any case where detection

performance is not acceptable or requirements are changed, Subsections 2.3.1, 2.3.2

and 2.3.3 will be executed again with a new design.

Figure 2.5. Probability of missed detection for a resulting range error due to satellite
position faults

To sum up, this chapter discussed the navigation operation performed at the

user from GNSS signals. First, available GNSS code and carrier phase measurements

are discussed in detail with contributing errors in them. Then, a simple position

algorithm is explained to obtain the navigation solution from single frequency code
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measurement. Lastly, the fault-detection concept is briefly discussed to ensure a safe

navigation solution. In the following chapters, the discussed concepts will be used in

ARAIM and GBAS applications.
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CHAPTER 3

ESTIMATION OF SATELLITE ORBIT AND TIME

This chapter contributes to the ARAIM OFM which has the responsibility to

monitor range-error statistics of GNSS signals. To enable independent and transpar-

ent monitoring, a method to estimate satellite orbit and clock biases is proposed here.

This chapter is limited to the theoretical development of the estimator and elaborates

its key elements; covariance results are presented to demonstrate achievable accuracy

of the estimated orbit and clock product. Experimental results will be shown for the

GPS constellation in the next chapter.

This chapter is divided into four sections. First, the required accuracy of the

orbit and clock product is defined for the ARAIM OFM application. Second, a com-

prehensive description of the estimator design is provided. Third, the necessary steps

to validate the estimated orbit and clock product are outlined. Lastly, the achiev-

able accuracy of the estimated orbit and clock product is quantified using nominal

measurement error models1.

3.1 Required accuracy of orbit and clock product for the ARAIM OFM

Since the newly generated orbit and clock product will be used to compute

nominal range errors and fault statistics, it must be accurate enough to observe

actual errors in the satellite-broadcast ephemeris. An upper bound on the standard

deviation of broadcast satellite orbit and clock errors is provided by the CSP as �URA.

Supposing that the generated orbit and clock product has an accuracy of �OFM, the

1©2023 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from J. Patel, “Accurate GPS
LNAV parameters and clock biases for ARAIM offline monitoring", IEEE Trans-
actions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Aug 2023. [59].
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resulting standard deviation of perceived orbit and clock errors would be

Validated (�URA) =
q

�2
URA + �2

OFM (3.1)

where Validated (�URA) would be part of the ISD and is disseminated through the

ISM to ARAIM users.

Currently, no requirement exists on �OFM, but for illustration purposes, we

consider different magnitudes of �OFM to expose its effects. Typically, GPS satellites

broadcast �URA of 2.4 m or higher, but prior work [21, 22] has shown that the orbit

and clock errors in the GPS and Galileo constellations are closer to 1 m, and it

is reasonable to expect that the broadcast �URA will be lowered accordingly in the

future. Thus, Figure 3.1 shows the resulting Validated (�URA) for a 1-m �URA. The

gradual increase in Validated (�URA) is visible as �OFM increases, but the achievable

Validated (�URA) is still only 1.12 m even if �OFM reaches 0.5 m. A 1.12-m Validated

(�URA) is still feasible in ARAIM to support the most ambitious LPV-200 approach

[10]. Thus, we aim to provide satellite orbit and clock product having �OFM accuracy

of at least 0.5 m.

3.2 Estimator design to generate satellite orbit and clock product

We employ a Kalman Filter (KF) over a certain duration to fit satellite po-

sitions through a well-established parametric orbital model: the GPS legacy model

detailed in Section 5.1. The GPS legacy model uses Legacy NAVigation message

(LNAV) parameters that are broadcast to GPS users. Considering the fidelity of the

LNAV parameters, a four-hour filtering window is selected for the KF [29]. Because

satellite clock error is not always smooth, we avoid the use of clock models in the

KF and instead estimate the satellite clock biases instantaneously. The same is also

true for the receiver clocks of Reference Ground Stations (RGSs). We therefore es-

timate satellite clock biases, receiver clock biases and LNAV parameters in a single
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Figure 3.1. Effect of generated orbit and clock product (�OFM) on Validating (�URA

)

KF for all satellites and RGSs. In [29], the preliminary KF design was demonstrated

and concluded that the use of a clock model has negligible effect on the accuracy of

estimated orbit and clock product.

Since multiple SBAS ground networks are operational worldwide, those facil-

ities would ideally be utilized for ARAIM OFM. Figure 3.2 shows the locations of

current operational RGSs from different SBASs. In [29], it was shown that only 20

SBAS RGSs are sufficient for the proposed orbit and clock determination approach if

each satellite is visible to four RGSs at all times. From a SBAS RGS, we need only

dual-frequency raw code and carrier phase measurements and precise antenna loca-

tion. There are other requirements, such as broadcast ephemerides and measurement

error models, but those could be retrieved from an archive database.

Equations (3.2) and (3.3) below are the measurement inputs to the KF from

RGS j and for Satellite Vehicle (SV) i at time epoch k. Dual-frequency raw code and
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Figure 3.2. ALL existing SBAS stations

carrier phase measurements are formed into Ionospheric-Free (IF) combinations such

that first order ionospheric delay, the biggest error source in the range measurements,

is removed. Although GPS range measurements have additional error sources [12,

Chapter 19], Equations (3.2) and (3.3) are sufficient for generating the required orbit

and clock product. In the following subsection, we linearize both equations for the

KF and discuss each term in detail.

⇢i,jIF,k =
f 2
1

f 2
1 � f 2

2

⇢i,j1,k �
f 2
2

f 2
1 � f 2

2

⇢i,j2,k

= ri,jk + c(dtjk � dtik) + T i,j
k + i,jeTk (APCj

IF + SET j
k ) +DCBi

SV

+DCBj
RGS +GDV i

SV +GDV j
RGS

+ "mp,⇢i,jIF
+ "th,⇢i,jIF

+ �I i,j⇢

(3.2)

where,

c, f1, f2 are the speed of light and the two transmission frequencies,

⇢i,j1,k, ⇢
i,j
2,k are code measurements corresponding to f1 and f2 frequencies for SV

i and RGS j at the time epoch k,

ri,jk is the true range between transmitting (SV i) and receiving (RGS j)

APCs,
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dtik, dt
j
k are the clock biases for SV i and RGS j,

T i,j
k is the tropospheric delay between SV i and RGS j,

i,jek is line-of-sight vector from RGS j to SV i,

APCj
IF is effective receiver APC displacement vector to the IF signal for

RGS j,

SET j
k is the Solid Earth Tide (SET) correction vector for RGS j,

DCBi
SV is the satellite dependent Differential Code group delay Bias (DCB)

(constant over a day),

DCBj
RGS is the receiver dependent DCB (constant over a day),

GDV i
SV is the satellite antenna dependent code Group Delay Variation (GDV),

GDV j
RGS is the receiving antenna dependent code GDV,

"mp,⇢i,jIF
is the time correlated colored multipath on the IF code measurement

for SV i and RGS j,

"th,⇢i,jIF
is the white receiver thermal noise on the IF code measurement

for SV i and RGS j,

�I i,j⇢ is the higher order ionospheric residual delay on the IF code

measurement for SV i and RGS j.

�i,j
IF,k =

f 2
1

f 2
1 � f 2

2

�i,j
1,k �

f 2
2

f 2
1 � f 2

2

�i,j
2,k

= ri,jk + c(dtjk � dtik) + T i,j
k + i,jeTk (APCj

IF + SET j
k ) + ⌘i,j + PWU i,j

k

+ "mp,�i,j
IF

+ "th,�i,j
IF

+ �I i,j�

(3.3)

where,

�i,j
1,k,�

i,j
2,k are the carrier phase measurements corresponding to f1 and f2

frequencies for SV i and RGS j at the time epoch k,

⌘i,j is the cycle ambiguity on the IF carrier signal for SV i and RGS j,

PWU i,j
k is the PWU on the IF carrier measurement

for SV i and RGS j,
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�I i,j� is the higher order ionospheric residual delay on the IF carrier

measurement for SV i and RGS j,

"mp,�i,j
IF

is the time correlated colored multipath on the IF carrier measurement

for SV i and RGS j,

"th,�i,j
IF

is the white receiver thermal noise on the IF carrier

measurement for SV i and RGS j.

3.2.1 Linear measurement model. The 15⇥1 vector of LNAV parameters (porbi )

is used to generate the position vector (X i
k) of SV i at time k, as represented math-

ematically in Equation (3.4). The description of the non-linear vector function F
orb

is provided in [45], and ⌫orb
k represents the fidelity error of the orbital model. Since

the fidelity error of the LNAV parameters (�⌫orb ⇠0.12 m) makes only a minor con-

tribution to the required orbit and clock product error (�OFM ⇠0.5 m), the ⌫orb term

is neglected in the KF design.

X i
k = F

orb
k

�
porbi

�
+ ⌫orb,i

k (3.4)

As a first step to implementing the KF, the non-linear terms in Equations

(3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) are linearized. Focusing on the range term (ri,jk ), an approximate

satellite location (X⇤,i
k ) is determined using broadcast ephemeris (p⇤,orbi ) and Equation

(3.4); an approximate range term (r⇤,i,jk ) is then computed as the location of RGS j is

known. The range error due to approximate SV position can be written as a projection

of SV position error (�X i
k) to the line-of-sight vector ( i,jek). Then, the unknown �X i

k

is transformed into an unknown set of LNAV parameters (�porbi ) through the Jacobian

matrix of F
orb
k . Equation (3.5) details the range term in linear form with unknown
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LNAV parameter errors �porbi .

ri,jk = r⇤,i,jk + i,jeTk �X
i
k

= r⇤,i,jk + i,jeTkA
orb
i,k �p

orb
i

= r⇤,i,jk + i,j
k �porbi

(3.5)

where, Aorb
i,k is the 3⇥15 Jacobian matrix relating the LNAV parameters to the satellite

positions. The Jacobian matrix is evaluated numerically using the Richardson extrap-

olation method for accurate partial derivatives [60]; Appendix A provides required

inputs for computing the Jacobian matrix numerically.

Aorb
i,k =

2

666666664

@xi,k

@p1
· · · @xi,k

@p15

@yi,k
@p1

· · · @yi,k
@p15

@zi,k
@p1

· · · @zi,k
@p15

3

777777775

3⇥15

,

we then define the product of line-of-sight vector and Jacobian matrix as,

 i,j
k , i,jeTkA

orb
i,k .

The satellite clock bias (dtik) is the combined effect of three error sources: the

actual clock drift over time, a relativistic clock correction and a hardware bias (group

delay). In ARAIM OFM, we are mainly interested in the actual clock drift, which

is estimated instantaneously and labeled as ⌧ ik. Precise relativistic clock corrections

(dtRC,i
k ) can be obtained through an approximate SV position and velocity, and applied

at linearization. The hardware bias on the SV is a residual inter-frequency bias

between code measurements, which is commonly known as the DCB [12, pp. 613-

614]. The CSP provides the Total Group Delay (TGD), an effective DCBi
SV, for

GPS L1 frequency user relative to the L1-L2 IF combination. Since DCBs are not
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observable directly, we assume that effective DCBi
SV on the IF code measurement is

externally provided for orbit and clock determination. In future work, we will provide

our own independently produced DCBs as suggested in [61].

cdtik = cdtRC,i
k + ⌧ ik +DCBi

SV (3.6)

where, dtRC,i = �2
X⇤,i · V ⇤,i

c2
[45], and SV position (X⇤,i) and velocity (V ⇤,i) are

computed from broadcast ephemeris (p⇤,orbi ).

For the tropospheric delay term, we use the Global Pressure and Temperature

2 wet (GPT2w) model to predict slant tropospheric delay based on RGS location [62].

In [63], the accuracy of the GPT2w model is validated, and it is shown that residuals

of the GPT2w model in the zenith direction can be bounded by a First Order Gauss

Markov Process (FOGMP) having a standard deviation of 9 cm and a time-constant

of 20 h. Thus, we include Zenith Troposheric Delay (ZTD) as RGS states ("ZTD
tropo,j) to

estimate residual errors in the GPT2w modeled vertical delay.

T i,j
k = i,jTGPT2w

k + T "
ZTD
tropo,j (3.7)

where, MT is a wet mapping function to convert zenith residual into slant residual

[64].

Additional range errors depend on transmitting and receiving antenna charac-

teristics, and frequency of the signal. Usually, these errors are calibrated based on the

known antenna types. They are divided into APC offset and GDV. An APC, per-

ceived at receiver’s or satellite’s antenna, can be different from the geometric center

of the antenna. Equation (3.8) shows the effective receiver APC offset correction for

IF range measurements using a receiver’s APC offsets on the f1 and f2 frequencies.

Estimated LNAV parameters will be referenced to the effective IF APC of the trans-

mitting SV antenna. In addition, the APC varies depending on the elevation angle
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but the variation is limited to at most few millimeters, thus, it is neglected here.

APCj
IF =

f 2
1

f 2
1 � f 2

2

APCj
f1
� f 2

2

f 2
1 � f 2

2

APCj
f2

(3.8)

where, APCf1 and APCf2 are 3⇥1 pre-calibrated vectors expressed in the Earth-

Center Earth-Fixed (ECEF) frame. On top of APC variations, receiver antennas

experience daily variations in their positions due to the gravity of the Moon and the

Sun, an effect known as the SET [65]. Depending on RGS antenna location, the SET

correction vector is computed for any given time as described in [65]. Now, the range

errors due to RGS APC offset and the SET are evaluated by projecting the position

corrections along the line-of-sight vector ( i,jek) as

i,j�r ANT
k = i,jeTk (APCj

IF + SET j
k ) (3.9)

where, i,j�r ANT
k is the correction to the IF code measurement applied to RGS j.

The GDV on transmitting and receiving antennas should be calibrated as

discussed in [66], and its effects should be corrected at linearization. However, the

calibrated GDV model is not readily available for satellites or RGSs. In [66], the

contribution of an antenna dependent GDV is demonstrated for some IGS RGSs and

GPS satellites to reach up to 1 m on IF code measurements. As a consequence of

unavailable GDV models, IF code measurements may experience slowly varying biases

which, if unmodeled, can adversely affect the carrier cycle ambiguity estimation in

the KF [66]. Moreover, residual biases (decimeter-level) from the DCB exist due to

signal deformations in the transmitter and receiver processing chain [67, 68]. These

residual biases are usually neglected, but their effects can be significant in a network

containing different receiver types [67]. Thus, to compensate for unavailable GDV

models and the residual DCBs, we introduce a code bias state (bbias) to acknowledge

the presence of remaining uncertainty in code measurements. Section 4.3 will discuss

the modeling of the code bias using experimental data, but for now, we will account for
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the code bias as an additional state for each SV i and RGS j pair, bijbias ⇠ N (0, �CB),

where �CB is a known standard deviation from the pre-modeling.

Using Equations (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), (3.9), we linearize the IF code measurement—

Equation (3.2). Since the receiver clock biases are not required for ARAIM OFM, the

c�tjk and DCBj
RGS terms are estimated together as a single quantity �j

k. The error

contribution of higher order ionospheric delay is currently neglected as the maximum

error could reach only 5 cm on a nominal day [69] (the required accuracy of orbit and

clock product is 50 cm). However, in future work, it would be prudent to consider

higher order ionospheric delays, which could lead to large range errors in the presence

of geomagnetic storms.

�⇢i,jk = ⇢i,jIF,k � r⇤,i,jk � cdtRC
k �DCBi

SV � i,jTGPT2w
k � i,j�r ANT

k

=  i,j
k �porbi � ⌧ ik + c�tjk +DCBj

RGS| {z }
,�j

k

+bi,jbias + T "
ZTD
tropo,j + �I i,j⇢|{z}

⇡0

+"mp,⇢i,jIF
+ "th,⇢i,jIF

=  i,j
k �porbi � ⌧ ik + �j

k + bi,jbias + T "
ZTD
tropo,j + "mp,⇢i,jIF

+ "th,⇢i,jIF
.

(3.10)

Multipath error is an elevation dependent colored noise and is typically handled

through state augmentation. We represent IF code multipath as the product of an

elevation dependent mapping function ( ⇢) and a FOGMP N⇢,mp. Subsection 4.2.1

details the code multipath error model using experimental data.

"mp,⇢i,jIF,k
= j

⇢ N
j
⇢,mp,k. (3.11)

Equation (3.12) shows the final linear IF code measurement where unknown states
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are listed as a column vector.

�⇢i,jk =  i,j
k �porbi � ⌧ ik + �j

k + bi,jbias + T "
ZTD
tropo,j + "mp,⇢i,jIF

+ "th,⇢i,jIF

=  i,j
k �porbi � ⌧ ik + �j

k + bi,jbias + T "
ZTD
tropo,j +

j
⇢N

j
⇢,mp,k + "th,⇢i,jIF

=


 i,j

k �1 1 1 T
j
⇢

�

2

666666666666666666664

�porbi

⌧ ik

�j
k

bi,jbias

"ZTD
tropo,j

N j
⇢,mp,k

3

777777777777777777775

+ "th,⇢i,jIF
.

(3.12)

Similarly, the IF carrier phase measurement, Equation (3.3), is linearized as

shown in Equation (3.13). The unknown float cycle ambiguity (⌘i,j) on the IF carrier

signal is estimated as an additional state. Due to the nature of circularly polarized

electromagnetic waves, each carrier signal experiences additional range error on top

of cycle ambiguity, which is known as the PWU [70]. The computation of PWU

correction is straight-forward for a stationary RGS as described in [70]. Note that

the PWU correction reaches up to a half carrier cycle during satellite eclipses, making
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an accurate satellite attitude model necessary [71, 72, 73].

��i,j
k = �i,j

IF,k � r⇤,i,jk � cdtRC
k � i,jTGPT2w

k � i,jeTk (APCj
IF + SET j

k )� PWU i,j
k

=  i,j
k �porbi � ⌧ ik + �j

k + ⌘i,j + T "
ZTD
tropo,j +

j
� N

j
�,mp,k + "th,�i,j

IF

=


 i,j

k �1 1 1 T
j
�

�

2

666666666666666666664

�porbi

⌧ ik

�j
k

⌘i,jIF

"ZTD
tropo,j

N j
�,mp,k

3

777777777777777777775

+ "th,�i,j
IF

(3.13)

where,

� represents the elevation dependent carrier multipath mapping function,

N�,mp is the normalized IF carrier multipath noise.

Now, the linear IF code and carrier phase measurements, Equations (3.12)

and (3.13), are stacked as shown in Equation (3.14) to form the input measurement

vector for the KF. To describe the structure, Equation (3.14) is specifically written

for 32 SVs and 25 RGSs; when an SV is not visible to an RGS, the associated rows

and columns of the observation matrix need to be removed. All terms are scalar

in Equation (3.14) except �porbi (15⇥1 vector) and  i,j
k (1⇥15 vector); the first and

second superscripts represent SV and RGS indices, respectively. The state vector of

the KF is grouped and identified using different colors: green for LNAV parameters,

yellow for SV clock biases, gray for RGS clock biases, blue for code biases, cyan

for ambiguities, orange for ZTD residuals, pink for normalized code multipath, and

brown for normalized carrier multipath.

It may not be obvious at first glance in Equation (3.14) that receiver clock bias
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state (�clk
1 ) of 1stRGS is not included. The reason is that satellite and receiver clock

biases of a network are observable only differentially. Thus, in our implementation,

we consider the first RGS clock as the reference clock (�1= 0), and all estimated

satellite and receiver clock biases are with respect to that first RGS clock.

3.2.2 Dynamic model. The dynamics of the state vector are expressed in Equation

(3.15) by stacking scalar states of the same color in Equation (3.14) as vectors. The

LNAV parameters are constant throughout the filtering-window. Since SV and RGS

clock biases are to be estimated instantaneously, infinite process noise is added to both

clock bias vectors—this avoids the propagation of clock bias information to the next

time-epoch. The code biases and float cycle ambiguities are constant for each satellite

trace, but an ambiguity state will be reset if cycle slip occurs. The remaining states,

residual ZTD, normalized IF code multipath, and normalized IF carrier multipath, are

modeled as FOGMPs with time constants µT , µ⇢, µ� and colored standard deviations

�T , �⇢, ��, respectively. The variances of driving white process noise in the FOGMP

is (1� e�2�T/µ(·)))�2
(·), where �T is the sample interval of the KF.
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3.2.3 Information Smoother (IS). Equations (3.14) and (3.15) are sufficient to

implement the KF but optimal estimates of the instantaneous clock biases will be

available for only the last epoch due to infinite process noise on clock bias states.

Extracting clock biases during forward filtering is suboptimal because they will be

correlated with the LNAV parameter estimates, which will need data from the full

filtering window for optimality. To resolve the issue, backward filtering is necessary

to obtain optimal clock estimates for any time epoch k. Therefore, we implement

the IS with forward- and backward information filters [52, p. 280]. The information

filter form also helps to address numerical issue of assigning infinite process noise on

the clock states. The initialization process is also simplified as infinite covariance is

feasible through the information form; thus, no prior knowledge is required on the

state vector. Except residual ZTD, code biases, and normalized multipath states, all

other states are initialized without prior knowledge in each filtering-window (S = 0).

However, the IS does face two numerical issues. First, the observation matrix

is close singular due to no prior knowledge on the eccentricity parameter; the line of

apsis and argument of periapsis are undefined when eccentricity is equal to zero. The

solution is straightforward by transforming the LNAV parameters to their modified

equinoctial elements as discussed in [74, Appendix C]. There is only change in esti-

mated states (no effect in IS), and the required LNAV parameters can be obtained

from the estimated modified equinoctial elements. The second issue mainly depends

on a processing machine and its ability to invert a large matrix accurately. The state

vector of IS contains more than 1500 states and their units are not consistent. Thus,

the resulting information matrix (inverse of covariance) becomes ill-conditioned. Ob-

viously, the inverse operation would not be accurate. To address the issue, conditional

number of the information matrix (S) is improved by balancing the state vector with

a scaling factor. Appendix B provides the scaling factor for the equinoctial elements

to improve the conditioning of the information matrix.
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At the end, we obtain one set of LNAV parameters for each satellite and its

clock biases at each time epoch; the other states are by-products of the error modeling

and are not needed for ARAIM OFM. In the following section, we describe the process

to validate the estimator output.

3.3 Validation of estimated LNAV parameters and satellite clock biases

In general, to validate an estimator, an estimated state is subtracted from the

true state, assuming it is available, and the resulting estimate error is compared with

the predicted error covariance. One always wishes to minimize the estimate error but

actual performance is limited by input measurement quality.

In our application, the true LNAV parameters are unknown. Moreover, for

ARAIM OFM to validate the broadcast range error (�URA), we are only interested in

a resulting range error due to the estimate errors in the LNAV parameters and clock

biases. Thus, we will assess the resulting range error and its covariance instead of the

state estimate error directly. This section demonstrates the procedure to compute

range error and covariance for SV i, whose estimated LNAV parameters (p̂orbi ) and

clock biases (⌧̂ ik) are obtained from the IS with combined covariance matrix ⌃̂i
k,porb,⌧ .

First, the covariance ⌃̂i
k,porb,⌧ is transformed to the position domain in satellite’s

Local Level (LL) frame:

⌃̂i
LL,k =

2

664
RLL,i,k 0

0 1

3

775

4⇥4

Ci,k


⌃̂i

k,porb,⌧

�

16⇥16

C
T
i,k

2

664
RLL,i,k 0

0 1

3

775

T

4⇥4

(3.16)

where,

RLL,i,k is the ECEF to LL rotation matrix, and
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Ci,k is defined as

Ci,k =

2

664
Aorb

i,k 0

0 1

3

775

4⇥16

. (3.17)

At the same time, the IGS orbit (satellite position) and clock product is utilized

as truth to quantify the errors in the satellite position and clock estimates obtained

from the estimated p̂orbi and ⌧̂ ik. Equation (3.18) shows the mathematical representa-

tion to generate the 4⇥1 error vector (�Ei
LL,k) for satellite position and clock bias.

�Ei
LL,k =

2

664
RLL,i,k 0

0 1

3

775

2

6664

X i
k,IGS � F

orb
k (�̂p

orb

i )

⌧ ik,IGS � ⌧̂ ik

3

7775

4⇥1

(3.18)

There are multiple approaches to observe range error from satellite position

error [21, 22] that are specifically used to ensure the integrity of broadcast �URA. In

contrast, we are only interested in the accuracy of range estimates obtained from the

estimated LNAV parameters and clock biases. Thus, we find the maximum covari-

ance by projecting ⌃̂i
LL,k along lines-of-sight to visible Earth surface locations; we

consider a location grid of 5� longitude ⇥ 5� latitude on the Earth surface. Figure 3.3

shows an example projection line from mth location grid. The maximum covariance is

converted to standard deviation and referred to as a predicted Signal In Space Range

Error (SISRE) sigma using Equation (3.19). For the same location where maximum

covariance is observed, we evaluate a range error which is the estimate SISRE for SV

i—Equation (3.20).

�SISRE,i,k =
r

max
m=1,...,ALL

(Gi,m⌃̂i
LL,kG

T
i,m) (3.19)

�Ei
k,SISRE = Gi,n�Ei

LL,k (3.20)
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Figure 3.3. Projection of ⌃̂i
LL,k to the visible Earth surface

where, n is the grid location where maximum predicted �SISRE is observed.

3.4 Covariance results

This section serves two purposes: (1) as a bridge between prior analysis of [29]

to experimental results of the next chapter, and (2) to expose the dependency of IS

performance on measurement error models and possible approaches for improvement.

Specifically, for end-users, the results of this section provide clear guidelines on which

error models would need further refinement for better performance.

The covariance results, observing the predicted �SISRE, should be the first

step in the implementation of IS, as real measurements are not required. Simply by

using antenna location, broadcast ephemerides (for linearization), and nominal error

models, one can form the observation matrix of Equations (3.14) and (3.15) to predict

the �SISRE. The major advantage of this step is that any unobservable IS states due to

lack of RGS diversity, or implementation bugs, can be addressed before introducing

real measurements. This is an iterative process, as one can observe that different

RGSs were used in [74, 75]. For a clear comparison with Chapter 4, the same 25
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final RGSs are used here to illustrate expected IS performance using nominal error

models (listed in Table 3.1); details about RGS locations and the used ephemerides

are discussed in Section 4.1. The time period 4 to 8 h (GPS time) on January 3,

2016 is considered as an example filtering-window with a 30-s sample interval. Figure

3.4 shows the predicted �SISRE for 32 PRN (GPS satellites). The majority of �SISRE

values are below 0.45 m, and the higher values (purple and yellow lines) are simply

due to poorer satellite observability.

Table 3.1. Nominal GPS measurement error models

Error term standard deviation, � time-constant, µ

(m) (s)

IF code multipath 1.5 120

IF carrier multipath 0.03 120

Code bias 0.3 -

IF code thermal noise 0.3 -

IF carrier thermal noise 0.012 -

Obviously, the actual IS performance would be better than the 0.45-m �SISRE if

real measurements are less noisy than the models in Table 3.1. To illustrate the effect

of conservative error models on the IS performance, we perform sensitivity analysis in

the following subsections. Finally, the last subsection discuss a possible improvement

in IS performance.

3.4.1 Sensitivity to multipath error models. Multipath is highly dependent

on the environment around an antenna. Depending on the application, antenna

design and site location should be considered to reduce multipath effects, although

this is not a scope of our development. But in case selection is not possible, for

example using an existing SBAS RGS, we must predict its effect on IS performance

such that appropriate actions can be taken. For the illustration of noisy multipath,
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Figure 3.4. Predicted �SISRE for a worst-case location using nominal error models
(Tabel 3.1)

the IF code and carrier multipath models (only �s) are inflated by a factor of three

relative to the nominal values, one at a time. Figure 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) show the

adverse effects of inflated multipath on IS performance compared to Figure 3.4. By

the comparison, IS performance is relatively more sensitive to code multipath than

carrier multipath; also, noisy code multipath causes overall increase in the �SISRE

magnitude while noisy carrier multipath only leads to �SISRE variation especially at

the edges. Similar sensitivity results on code and carrier thermal noise can be expected

as we only inflated � in the analysis.

3.4.2 Sensitivity to code bias model. The code bias is a result of the unavail-

able GDV model and signal deformation effect as discussed in Subsection 3.2.1. By

considering the code bias as an additional state, we acknowledge the expected uncer-

tainty in each code measurement. Code biases in real measurements will be observed

in Section 4.3, but here we illustrate the possibility of poor performance if code biases
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(a) Inflating IF code multipath model (3⇥ �⇢IF )

(b) Inflating IF carrier multipath model (3⇥ ��IF )

Figure 3.5. Effect of inflated multipath error model on predicted �SISRE
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are significant. Figure 3.6 indicates the IS performance when the 0.3-m nominal code

bias �CB is increased to 0.9 m. Large predicted �SISREs are expected as the code

measurement provides direct observability to the satellite range error. Thus, it is

highly recommended to invest in the reduction of the code bias model by developing

GDV models and selecting high quality receivers (to limit signal deformation effects).

Figure 3.6. Effect of inflated code bias model (3⇥ �CB) on predicted �SISRE

3.4.3 Longer length of the filtering-window. In this chapter, we have already

assigned 4-h duration for the filtering-window while estimating LNAV parameters

due to its fidelity errors. Further increase in the filtering-window is not possible with

LNAV parameters, but the Civil NAVigation message (CNAV) parameters have such

potential; the details about CNAV parameters are available in [45]. In [29], the fidelity

errors of CNAV parameters were shown to be bounded by a 2-cm standard deviation

for 4-h filtering window. Since CNAV parameters have better accuracy, increasing 4-h
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filtering-window is possible. Figure 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) show CNAV model fidelity errors

for filtering windows of 4 h and 6 h, respectively. The large fidelity errors at both end

edges are expected due to boundary effects. By observing the small errors (�  20

cm) during the middle two hours, we consider 6-h filtering window to estimate CNAV

parameters and satellite clock bias. Figure 3.8 shows the comparison between the

4-h LNAV filtering-window and a 6-h CNAV filtering-window. In both Figures 3.8(a)

and 3.8(b), we consider worst case error models, represented by 3 ⇥ � on nominal

error models, to demonstrate the advantage of CNAV parameters in the worst case.

Overall, the predicted �SISRE with CNAV parameters are approximately 20% lower

than the LNAV �SISRE. The takeaway is that CNAV parameters will help in �SISRE

reduction, but better error modeling, especially for code biases, is still necessary.

(a) 4-h filtering-window (b) 6-h filtering-window

Figure 3.7. Fidelity errors of the CNAV parameters

To sum up, this chapter discussed an Information Smoother (IS) designed to

estimate satellite position in terms of LNAV parameters and instantaneous satellite
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(a) Predicted �SISRE with 4-h filtering-window and LNAV parameters

(b) Predicted �SISRE with 6-h filtering-window and CNAV parameters

Figure 3.8. Effect of longer filtering-window while assuming worst error models (3⇥�)
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clock biases. Since the resulting range errors from the IS are the most important

for ARAIM OFM, the necessary validation steps on resulting error are outlined. At

the end, the performance of estimated LNAV parameters and satellite clock biases

is illustrated through covariance results (�SISRE) using nominal multipath error and

code bias models.
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CHAPTER 4

GPS ORBIT AND CLOCK ESTIMATION USING EXPERIMENTAL DATA

This chapter builds a prototype on the previous chapter’s concept to provide

an independent satellite orbit and clock product. The GPS constellation is used as an

example to collect dual-frequency range measurements, develop measurement error

models, and estimate satellite orbits and clock biases using the IS. In the future, we

expect to implement the concept on other GNSS constellations for ARAIM OFM;

this chapter serves as a blueprint.

Keeping future application to other constellations in mind, the four sections of

this chapter describe general implementation steps. The first section concerns ground

network selection and how to check measurement quality from each RGS. The second

and third sections describe how to independently develop error models from raw code

and carrier phase measurements. Lastly, the fourth section shows GPS orbit and

clock estimates and estimate errors over 10 days2.

4.1 Background on experimental dataset

Currently, raw code and carrier phase measurements are not publicly accessi-

ble from all SBAS networks (Figure 3.2). Therefore, we use the IGS ground network

as a surrogate in these experiments. The necessary inputs from each IGS RGS are

available through the archive repository at the Crustal Dynamic Data Information

System (CDDIS) [76]. First, dual-frequency raw GPS code and carrier phase mea-

surements are retrieved in the Receiver Independent Exchange Format (RINEX) 2.11

2©2023 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from J. Patel, “Accurate GPS
LNAV parameters and clock biases for ARAIM offline monitoring", IEEE Trans-
actions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Aug 2023. [59].
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[76]. Publicly, only single-frequency GPS L1 C/A code measurements are available,

but geodesy-grade IGS receivers utilize different processing strategies to extract semi-

codeless measurement from the military-purpose-reserve GPS L2 P(Y) code; in the

near future, GPS and other constellations will transmit dual-frequency civil signals

from all satellites. Second, the antenna location of each IGS RGS is available in the

SINEX format [77]. Third, broadcast GPS ephemerides for linearization are retrieved

from [76]. Lastly, the calibrated APC offsets and the DCBs are obtained from the

IGS [77, 78].

The IGS ground network consists of more than 300 RGSs worldwide. But only

a subset of approximately 25 RGSs is sufficient for our orbit and clock estimation.

The major issue with IGS RGSs is that they are operated by different independent

analysis centers. Thus, huge variations in measurement quality exist due to different

antenna/receiver quality and/or poor antenna site location. The selection criteria for

an IGS RGS are provided in Appendix C resulting in the selection of the 25 IGS

RGSs are shown in Figure 4.1. The receiver clock at the “STK2" RGS is considered

as the reference clock and highlighted as blue star in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1. The 25 selected IGS stations for prototyping

Once raw code and carrier measurements are available from RINEX, we assign
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a cutoff value on recorded carrier to noise (C/N0) and elevation angle for a coarse

quality check. In the RINEX 2.11 file, GPS code measurements are labeled as “C1"

(C/A code) and “P2" (semi-codeless or cross-correlated), which are modulated on

“L1" and “L2" carrier waves, respectively. The L1 signal strength is consistently

above a 30 dBHz threshold for almost all stations. However, the L2 signal strength

varies considerably, sometimes reaching as low as 10 dBHz. If a threshold on L2 sig-

nal is assigned as high as the L1 threshold, the number of usable satellites would be

significantly reduced making clock bias states unobservable for instantaneous clock

estimation. Therefore, 15 dBHz is assigned as the L2 threshold, but measurements

between 15 to 30 dBHz are utilized with significantly increased thermal noise. In-

creased standard deviations on IF code- and carrier thermal noise are 0.6 m (from

0.3 m) and 0.24 m (from 0.012 m), respectively (a factor of 20 is used for carrier

thermal noise to deweight any unexpected outlier). An elevation-angle cutoff of 10

deg is used to limit adverse multipath effects; elevation cutoffs are increased to 20

deg when C/N0 information is unavailable in RINEX (Tables 4.1 and 4.2).

We consider ten days (3, 4, 5, and 17-23) of January 2016 in our experiments.

We confirm the absence of geomagnetic storms and any GPS satellite maneuvers

such that our assumptions on higher order ionospheric delay and constant LNAV

parameters are valid during the filtering-windows [79, 80, 81]. January 20 and 21,

2016 have minor C-class solar flares during which we are unable to track carrier

signals, but the performance of estimated orbit and clock product is still within the

requirement.
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4.2 Developing multipath error models

In the following two subsections, we develop a multipath error model by pro-

cessing raw GPS code and carrier phase measurements on January 3, 2016. The

proposed methods can be applied to any application as they only require raw range

measurements—no need for knowledge of receiver or antenna type.

4.2.1 Code multipath model. Since IF code measurements are utilized in the IS,

we directly observe and model IF code multipath instead of code multipath on the

individual frequencies. We utilize a well-known Code Minus Carrier (CMC) technique

to observe IF code multipath by subtracting Equation (3.3) from (3.2), which elimi-

nates all error sources, and only float ambiguity and IF code multipath are left. The

residual of IF CMC contains thermal noise, GDV, and carrier multipath, but their

magnitudes are significantly lower than IF code multipath. The float ambiguity on

IF CMC is removed by removing the mean of the data—satellites visible less than 30

min are ignored to ensure accurate ambiguity removal. Thus, the residual of IF CMC

is treated as the IF code multipath, which will be modeled here. Figure 4.2 shows IF

code multipath for example “KOKV" RGS over a 24-h duration at a sample interval

of 30 s. The same IF code multipath is shown in Figure 4.3 to observe elevation

dependency.

Earlier in Equation (3.11), we introduced a mapping function (M⇢,IF ) to

capture the elevation dependent variations in standard deviation and a normalized

FOGMP IF code multipath model to capture temporal behavior. For the former,

the error standard deviations in different elevation-bins (10-15, 15-20, ...) degrees

are evaluated and plotted as the blue line in Figure 4.3 using a 3rd order polynomial

curve—the mapping function M⇢,IF . For the latter, Figure 4.4, is obtained by normal-

izing the error using the mapping function M⇢,IF . To develop the FOGMP model, we

utilize a recently-developed technique which bounds errors in the frequency domain
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through the Power Spectral Density (PSD) [82]. The authors of [82] prove that bound-

ing the PSD of an error process is sufficient to capture the overall time-correlation and

standard deviation. Using Welch’s method, the PSD of normalized code multipath is

computed and plotted in Figure 4.5 for multiple PRN (satellite) traces. PSDs from

all PRNs are bounded by the red PSD in Figure 4.5 which represents the FOGMP

with a time-constant of 5 s and a standard deviation of 2 (unitless). Similarly, IF code

multipath is evaluated for the other 24 RGSs to obtain site-dependent mapping func-

tions Mj
⇢,IF and FOGMP models. Figure 4.6 shows M⇢,IF for 25 RGSs, and Tables

4.1 and 4.2 provide the FOGMP model parameters.

Figure 4.2. IF code multipath for “KOKV" RGS on January 3, 2016

4.2.2 Carrier multipath model. Similar to IF code multipath above, we would

like to obtain IF carrier multipath models, but unfortunately existing methods to

observe carrier multipath are not suitable for our application. For example, double-

difference approaches are inapplicable because only a single antenna is at each RGS.
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Figure 4.3. IF code residual as a function of elevation angle

Figure 4.4. Normalized IF code multipath using mapping function (M⇢,IF )
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Figure 4.5. Estimated PSD of normalized code multipath at “KOKV" RGS; the red
PSD represents the over-bounding FOGMP

Another possible method is to extract carrier multipath from C/N0 [83]. However,

some IGS RGSs do not provide C/N0 values in the RINEX file. Therefore, we develop

a new method to observe carrier multipath. Although the new method is not able

to provide absolute carrier multipath, it does enable a way to observe and model the

effect of carrier multipath on different RGSs.

Appendix D provides a detailed explanation and validation of the new method

to observe carrier multipath. In simple words, we utilize dual frequency carrier mea-

surements to observe differential carrier multipath. In our case, GPS L2 carrier signal

is subtracted from GPS L1 carrier signal, removing the majority of range errors, leav-

ing us with ionospheric delay, cycle ambiguity, and differential carrier multipath. A

high-pass filter is employed to extract differential carrier multipath from L1 minus L2

(L1mL2) carrier measurements; ionospheric delay and cycle ambiguity are removed

being low frequency components. Through the experimental validation, we confirm
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Figure 4.6. Mapping functions (Mj
⇢,IF ) for the 25 RGSs

that a cut-off frequency of 1.66 mHz (10 min) is sufficient for the high-pass filter (Ap-

pendix D). Using the method, differential carrier multipath is evaluated for “KOKV"

RGS on January 3, 2016 and shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. The observed large mul-

tipath around 12 h corresponds to a temporary local effect, likely phase scintillation,

which is common at low- and high-latitudes.

Similar to IF code multipath, differential carrier multipath depends on the

elevation angle, and we capture variations in the standard deviation through a map-

ping function (M�,L1mL2) and the temporal behavior through a normalized FOGMP

carrier multipath model (N�,L1mL2). The mapping function M�,L1mL2 for “KOKV"

RGS is shown as the blue line in Figure 4.8—fit to a 3rd order polynomial curve.

Then, the normalized differential carrier multipath is obtained as shown in Figure

4.9. The PSD bounding method discussed earlier is applied to the normalized differ-

ential carrier multipath to obtain the FOGMP model. Figure 4.10 illustrates the PSD
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of normalized differential carrier multipath for different PRNs, which are bounded by

the FOGMP with a standard deviation of 4 (unitless) and a time-constant of 120 s.

Since IF carrier measurements are utilized in the IS, we need to scale the differ-

ential multipath model to IF carrier multipath. Equation (4.1) describes the relation

between IF carrier multipath to differential carrier multipath—assuming L1 and L2

carrier signal experience i.i.d. multipath. Figure 4.11 shows the effective mapping

function M�,IF for the 25 RGSs; two high latitude (“MAW1" and “TRO1") and one

low latitude (“BRAZ") RGSs experience expected nominal ionospheric scintillation

for a few hours of a day that ultimately causes larger mapping functions. Tables 4.1

and 4.2 provide FOGMP model parameters to bound normalized differential carrier

multipath.

"�IF ,mp =

s
f 2
L1

f 2
L1 � f 2

L2

+
f 2
L2

f 2
L1 � f 2

L2

"�L1,mp
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s
f 2
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f 2
L1 � f 2

L2

+
f 2
L2

f 2
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s
f 2
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f 2
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+
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f 2
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L2

M�,L1mL1p
2

N�L1mL2,mp

= M�,IF N�L1mL2,mp

(4.1)

where M�,IF is the effective mapping function for IF carrier multipath.

4.3 Developing a code bias model

All GNSS code measurements experience the effects of signal deformation at

the transmitting and receiving ends of the signal processing chain resulting in nom-

inal biases [67, 68]. The traditional approach is to separate these biases into purely

satellite-dependent and purely receiver-dependent parts—DCBSV and DCBRGS. The

DCBSV and DCBRGS corrections remove the majority of signal deformation bias, but

decimeter-level residuals exists in each code measurement due to different combina-

tions of receiver front-end bandwidth and employed filters. Usually, these residual
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Figure 4.7. Differential carrier multipath at “KOKV" RGS on January 3, 2016

Figure 4.8. Differential carrier multipath as a function of elevation angle
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Figure 4.9. Normalized differential carrier multipath (NL1mL2) on January 3, 2016

Figure 4.10. Estimated PSD of normalized differential multipath at “KOKV" RGS;
the red PSD represents the over-bounding FOGMP
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Figure 4.11. Mapping functions (Mj
�,IF ) for the 25 RGSs

biases are ignored as code multipath has larger magnitude and dominates them. How-

ever, residual biases may reach up to the meter level when different receiver types

are employed in the same application [67]. Ultimately, in our application, carrier

cycle ambiguity estimation is degraded due to these unexpected large residuals lead-

ing to biased orbit and clock estimates. Similarly, the unmodelled GDV discussed

in Subsection 3.2.1 may appear as slowly varying biases and affect ambiguity reso-

lution [66].Therefore, in this section, we directly observe effective biases in IF code

measurements with aim to model them for the 25 RGSs.

To see code biases, we compute a residual in the IF code measurement (Equa-

tion (3.2)) by leveraging different IGS products. The IF code residual is evaluated

specifically using the available IGS receiver clock bias, IGS DCB, IGS ZTD, IGS sta-

tion location, and the GPS orbit and clock products [84, 78, 85, 77]. The first line in

Equation (4.2) shows the mathematical expression to compute the IF code residual,
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and the second line indicates remaining errors in it (Appendix E provides the de-

tailed equations to utilize IGS products). The receiver-side DCB is not available for

the majority of IGS RGSs, thus, the IF code residual contains both DCBRGS and code

bias which is the combined effect of slowly varying biases due to GDV and residuals

from the satellite- and receiver-dependent DCB separation. But, the important fact

is that DCBRGS must be same for all PRNs, and therefore, code biases are observed

by focusing on variations of means in IF code residuals between different PRNs and

days. The contribution of higher order ionospheric delay (⇠5 cm) is neglected in this

analysis as geomagnetic storms are absent on the selected days.

IF Code residual = ⇢iIF,j � rij � T i
j � c(�tj � �ti)�DCBi

SV

= �I ij +DCBj
RGS +GDV i

SV +GDV j
RGS + "mp,⇢i,jIF

+ "th,⇢i,jIF

(4.2)

Figure 4.12 shows the computed IF code residuals for example “ZAMB" RGS

over January 3, 2016 with a sample rate of 300 s; the IGS receiver clock bias product

being available at 300-s intervals prohibits faster rates. The IF code residuals below

15o elevation are neglected in this analysis to avoid large multipath. At first glance,

Figure 4.12 seems normal with zero mean and typical multipath, but to see the

remaining code biases, PRN 19 and 25 are extracted and plotted separately in Figure

4.13(a). If we focus on the individual satellite traces, PRN 19 has a clear bias while on

PRN 25 seems to have a negligible bias. This unexpected behavior is demonstrated

in [67] through a controlled experimental setup. To better understand the behavior

of the code bias over long duration, we show the IF code residual for the next day

in Figure 4.13(b). Clearly, the code biases are not the same for either PRN 19 and

25 on the next day (variation of biases in decimeters). One may argue that the IGS

products are not accurate and cause a bias, but if so, the bias must be similar at

all IGS RGSs. Figure 4.14 shows the same PRNs over another “HOB2" RGS where

the IF code residual is continuously drifting over time for all PRNs—this clearly

indicates the dependency on receiver type. To limit our investigation on receiver
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types for now, an IGS RGS is used in the prototype only if its IF code residual

is approximately constant. The histogram of the code biases (means of IF code

residuals) for “ZAMB" RGS is shown in Figure 4.15(a) for all SV traces on January

3, 2016, which are randomly distributed over -0.6 to 0.4 m. Histograms of the code

bias are then generated over multiple days, Figures 4.15(b), 4.15(c), 4.15(d), and we

notice that code biases fall into approximately the same ranges (-0.6 m to 0.4 m)

over two weeks. Thus, the range of these code biases are deemed to be constant for

“ZAMB" RGS. This preliminary analysis on code biases only conclude that its range

depends on a given RGS receiver, and further investigation will be carried out in

the future. In summary, we assign �ZAMB
CB to be 0.3 m to predict uncertainty in IF

code measurements at “ZAMB" RGS. Similar investigation is carried out for other

24 RGSs to develop �CB model, and Tables 4.1 and 4.2 provide the details.

Figure 4.12. IF code residual for all PRNs at “ZAMB" RGS on January 3, 2016

4.4 Quantifying the errors of estimated GPS orbits and clock biases
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(a) January 3, 2016 (b) January 4, 2016

Figure 4.13. IF code residual for PRN 19 and 25 traces at “ZAMB" RGS

Figure 4.14. IF code residual for “HOB2" RGS on January 3, 2016
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(a) January 3, 2016 (b) January 4, 2016

(c) January 5, 2016 (d) January 18, 2016

Figure 4.15. Histogram of the code bias for “ZAMB" RGS
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This section discusses the performance of the LNAV orbit parameter and clock

bias estimator. A time period 4 to 8 h (GPS time) on January 3, 2016 is first consid-

ered as an example filtering-window. The IS (Subsection 3.2.3) is executed with the

error models (Sections 4.2, 4.3) to obtain one set of constant LNAV parameters and

a series of instantaneous clock biases for each satellite. As discussed in Section 3.3

(validation), the resulting satellite position errors from the estimated LNAV parame-

ters are computed by comparing to the IGS precise orbit product. Although the IS is

implemented at a sample rate of 30 s (the available GPS measurement rate), the re-

sulting errors will be displayed, in figures, at each 900 s simply to avoid interpolation

of the IGS orbit product. Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the resulting along- and cross-

track errors in the satellite LL frame; thick continuous lines are also plotted for the

satellites with maximum and minimum predicted standard deviations. The majority

of along- and cross-track errors are within (±1�) bounds; the reason behind some

of outliers will be discussed later after computing SISRE. Radial error in satellite

position is inversely related to the satellite clock bias error, thus to account for their

correlation, Radial Plus Clock bias (RPC) errors are displayed. Figure 4.18 shows the

RPC errors for all GPS PRNs with ±1� bounds. Finally, as discussed in Section 3.3,

the estimate SISRE and the predicted �SISRE are evaluated to illustrate the resulting

maximum values. Figure 4.19 is the end result where the estimate SISRE is shown

with the ±1 predicted �SISRE bounds. Figure 4.20 shows the predicted �SISRE for all

PRNs.

The outliers in Figures 4.16,4.17,4.18,4.19 may emerge from three sources.

First, the fidelity error of the LNAV parameters is neglected in the IS. Although the

fidelity error is much lower than the predicted �SISRE, the estimated LNAV parameters

would have errors even if the IS output were perfect. Figure 4.21 provides the result

of LNAV parameters’ fidelity analysis, similar to [29] and in range domain, for the

same 4 to 8 h time-window. Considering the fidelity analysis [29], the estimated
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Figure 4.16. Resulting along-track error from 4 to 8 h filtering-window on January 3,
2016

Figure 4.17. Resulting cross-track error from 4 to 8 h filtering-window on January 3,
2016
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Figure 4.18. Resulting radial plus clock bias error from 4 to 8 h filtering-window on
January 3, 2016

Figure 4.19. The estimate SISRE from 4 to 8 h filtering-window on January 3, 2016
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Figure 4.20. Predicted �SISRE for worst-case location grid from 4 to 8 h filtering-
window on January 3, 2016

LNAV parameters are acceptable only for central two-hour period in ARAIM OFM.

Second, the precision of the IGS clock product is lower than the IGS orbit product.

Figure 4.22 shows a comparison of the IGS product with the corresponding NGA

clock product; the NGA product is referenced to the broadcast APC so the necessary

transformations are applied to the IGS product [86, 87, 88]. The resulting RPC errors

have non-zero mean and cause a bias in the estimate SISRE simply due to inaccurate

truth clock bias. Unfortunately, it is not possible to remove the bias because it may be

partly or even largely due to biases in the NGA comparison product. The comparison

of IGS and NGA satellite position errors is not shown explicitly here but they differ

by less than 5 cm. Third, the code bias model developed in Section 4.3 might need

refinement. Further investigation on code bias by receiver types may be helpful to

enhance the performance.

Having extracted accurate LNAV parameters and SV clock biases for the cen-
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Figure 4.21. Resulting SISREs from fidelity analysis; fitting LNAV parameters to the
truth IGS orbit product

Figure 4.22. Radial plus clock bias error by comparing the IGS and NGA products
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tral two hours of the 4-8 h filtering-window, we move the window to another time

period, for example, 6-10 h to obtain another set of LNAV parameters and SV clock

biases for 7-9 h. Similarly, multiple filtering-windows are employed to achieve sets

of LNAV parameters and SV clock biases for the entire day of January 3, 2016, and

continuous estimate SISREs are displayed in Figure 4.23 with predicted maximum

�SISRE bounds. Overall, the estimate SISREs are largely within ±1� bound and never

exceed ±2� throughout the day; Figure 4.24 shows the predicted �SISRE over the same

day. Consistency of estimator performance is demonstrated by processing an addi-

tional nine days (4, 5, and 17 to 23) in January 2016. Figures 4.25 and 4.26 show

the estimate SISREs with ±1� bounds for January 4-5 and 17-23 (full GPS week),

respectively. The resulting range errors from the estimated LNAV parameters and

SV clock biases are accurate up to ⇠50 cm sigma, and their consistent performance

will enable independent ARAIM OFM design.

To sum up, this chapter provides detailed insight to build a prototype for

GPS orbit and clock estimation. Using experimental data, the required error models

are developed from raw GPS measurements for all selected IGS RGSs. Finally, an

estimate error from the estimated LNAV parameters and clock biases is evaluated in

satellite position and range domains. Although the current IS has some limitations,

SISRE estimate 1-� accuracy of less than 50 cm is currently achievable.
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Figure 4.23. Estimate SISREs over January 3, 2016

Figure 4.24. Predicted �SISRE over January 3, 2016
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Figure 4.25. Estimate SISREs over January 4-5, 2016

Figure 4.26. Estimate SISREs over January 17 to 23, 2016 (GPS week = 1880)
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYZING SATELLITE POSITION ERRORS THROUGH BROADCAST
EPHEMERIDES

As part of the ISD, ARAIM OFM is supposed to provide a bias (bnom) and

standard deviation (�URA) for nominal range errors that users will experience. Once

the satellite orbit and clock truth product is available, as a secondary step in the

OFM, this chapter introduces a new method to extract bnom and �URA.

Due to previous two chapters, for the first time, we have opportunity to ob-

serve errors in the LNAV parameters (GPS ephemeris). This motivates us then to

understand ephemeris-error characteristics and underlying nature of range errors.

Thus, we comprehensively examine the details of the LNAV parameters in Section

5.1, and then, their behaviors and error characteristics in Section 5.2 and 5.3, respec-

tively. We will see that it is straightforward to capture the temporal behavior of the

ephemeris parameter errors. In Section 5.4, a proposed method is outlined to predict

the range-error bounds from the observed ephemeris-error characteristics3.

5.1 Background on broadcast GPS ephemeris (LNAV parameters)

The broadcast navigation message usually contains a set of orbital parameters

to allow the computation of an instantaneous satellite position. The CSP selects

a specific orbital model by considering the required accuracy in satellite positions.

For example, GPS utilizes 15 orbital parameters, which are known as the LNAV

parameters (available only in the LNAV message type). Improved sets of orbital

3©2020 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from J. Patel, “Analyzing satel-
lite orbit error for ARAIM offline monitoring", IEEE/ION Position, Location, and
Navigation Symposium (PLANS), April 2020. [89].
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parameters exist but we limit our discussion to LNAV parameters as a large amount

of historical LNAV messages are available.

In general, orbital parameters describe any celestial body’s motion in space.

The well-known Keplerian elements contain six parameters to describe overall shape

of an orbit and its orientation. For medium Earth orbit GNSS satellites, the Ke-

plerian elements would be accurate up to 100 m only. Therefore, the GPS LNAV

message contains an additional nine parameters to enhance broadcast satellite posi-

tion accuracy to the meter level.

The first six LNAV parameters are the Keplerian elements. The shape and

size of an elliptical orbit is described using semi-major axis (A) and eccentricity

(e) as shown in Figure 5.1. The position within the orbit is obtained using the

mean anomaly (M) parameter, which is directly related to true anomaly (�). The

orientation of the orbit in inertial space is defined by three Euler angles as shown in

Figure 5.2. The ⌦ parameter describes a point where the orbit passes through the

equatorial plane while moving northward, which is known as the right ascension of

the ascending node. The ! parameter, known as the argument of periapsis, is the

angle between the equatorial plane and the point of Earth closest to approach. The

last parameter, inclination angle i, provides the angle between the orbital plane and

the Earth’s equatorial plane. Thus, the satellite position in inertial space is defined

by the Keplerian elements (A, e,M,⌦,!, i).

Table 5.1 shows the list of LNAV parameters. Having discussed the first six

parameters earlier, the remaining nine parameters are classified into two categories:

harmonic corrections and secular corrections. The harmonic corrections come in pairs

of cosine and sine terms to improve position in the radial (Crc, Crs), along-track

(Cuc, Cus), and cross-track (Cic, Cis) directions. Three rate terms (�n, ⌦̇, IDOT )

capture secular drift.
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Figure 5.1. The Keplerian elements: A, e describe orbit shape and size

Figure 5.2. The Keplerian elements: !,⌦ and i describe orientation of the orbit in
inertia space
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The computation of satellite position using LNAV parameters is described in

[45]. More detailed description about the GPS ephemeris can be found in [90]. In the

following section, we will observe each parameter’s behavior and its error over time.
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5.2 “Truth" LNAV parameters

Today, different satellite position products exist from the IGS and the NGA

with centimeter-level accuracy. For future ARAIM OFM, we assume that truth LNAV

parameters will be available from the IS as seen in Chapter 4. However, to determine

the viability of the error characterization concept described in this chapter, we will

use the readily available IGS position products.

The generation of truth LNAV orbit parameters from a known satellite po-

sitions is widely known as orbit fitting. Having accurate satellite positions over a

certain period, fitting-window TFIT , a set of LNAV “truth" parameters can be esti-

mated. Of course, the quality of the orbit fitting depends on the fidelity of the LNAV

model. In [29], a 4-h fitting-window was considered for fitting LNAV parameters, and

the resulting model fidelity errors were bounded by a 12-cm standard deviation in the

range domain. We use the 4-h fitting-window (TFIT = 4 h) here as well.

The IGS orbit product provides satellite position with reference to satellite’s

Center of Mass (COM) while the broadcast LNAV parameters are referenced to the

transmitting APC [91]. The necessary transformation using the APC offsets [86,

88] is applied to obtain APC referenced satellite positions (X IGS). As shown in

Equation (5.1), the known satellite position vector (X IGS) is represented by a non-

linear function F
orb and an unknown 15-LNAV parameters.

X IGS = F
orb�porb�+ ⌫orb (5.1)

where,

porb represents the 15-LNAV parameters (porb = [p1 · · · p15]T ),

⌫orb represents the fidelity errors of LNAV model.

For estimating the parameters for a satellite i, broadcast ephemeris (p⇤,orb
i )

are used to linearize Equation (5.1), and the resulting linear-measurement equation
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is formed as

�Xi,k = X IGS
i,k � F

orb
k (p⇤,orb

i,m )

= Jorb
i,k �porb

i,m

(5.2)

where,

k represents a time-epoch within the mth fitting-window (TFIT ),

X IGS
i,k is a 3⇥ 1 position vector at the transmitting APC,

Jorb
i,k is the 3⇥15 Jacobian matrix relating the LNAV parameters to satellite

position:

Jorb
i,k =

2

66666664

@xi,k

@p1
· · · @xi,k

@p15

@yi,k
@p1

· · · @yi,k
@p15

@zi,k
@p1

· · · @zi,k
@p15

3

77777775

3⇥15

. (5.3)

Now, for the mth TFIT window, a measurement vector is formed by stacking position

vectors over 4 hours:

Zi,m =

2

66666664

�Xi,k=0

...

�Xi,k=4h

3

77777775

.

The corresponding observation matrix is

Hi,m =

2

66666664

Jorb
i,k=0

...

Jorb
i,k=4h

3

77777775

.

Then, least-squares estimation is employed to obtain the unknown parameters as

shown in Equation (5.4); a description of least-square estimation is provided in Section

2.2. As a result, a precise set of 15-LNAV parameters (p̂i,m = p⇤,orb
i,m + �porb

i,m) are
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obtained for the mth fitting-window.

�porb
i,m = (HT

i,mHi,m)
�1Hi,mZi,m (5.4)

The estimation procedure is illustrated through Figure 5.3 for an example

GPS satellite (PRN 1) on February 1, 2016. For illustration purposes, only the
p
A

parameter is displayed in Figure 5.3. During the first TFIT , PRN 1’s positions from 22

to 26 h (GPS time) are processed using Equations (5.2) and (5.4), and the resultant
p
A is plotted for the 24-h reference time (toe) (blue circle). For the next TFIT , we

slide the 4-h TFIT by 15 min to obtain
p
A at 24.25 h (the IGS orbit position products

are available at 15-min intervals). Similarly,
p
A is estimated for different reference

times 24.5, 24.75, and 25 h using multiple TFIT s in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3. Illustration of obtaining LNAV parameters using different fitting-windows
(TFIT )

Slowly moving TFIT produces LNAV parameters at a high rate leading to

smooth variation over time. For example, Figure 5.4 shows the estimated
p
A for

February 1, 2016. We can clearly see the repeated dip at a 12-h interval, which
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matches the orbital period of GPS satellites. Further, we process four years (February

1, 2016 to January 31, 2020) of PRN 1 positions to observe the variation in
p
A.

Figure 5.6 shows the slow overall decrease in
p
A over time. Moreover,

p
A contains

multiple cyclic behaviors such as satellite orbital period, but we will discuss more

about its cyclic nature in the next section. Focusing on Figure 5.6, we see an obvious

jump in the middle due to a planned maneuver, which was announced though a

Notice Advisory to Navstar Users (NANU) message [92]. Since it was the planned

maneuver, we simply ignored the outage period of PRN 1 in our analysis (bnom and

�URA represent nominal range errors).

Figure 5.4. Estimated square root of the semi-major axis (
p
A) for PRN 1 on February

1, 2016

The eccentricity (e) parameter behaves inversely relative to
p
A, which can be

observed in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. The shapes in the figures are opposite and appear to

cancel out each other’s variations to make a fixed shape orbit. Figure 5.7 also shows

a counter-trend in the eccentricity relative to
p
A over four years. The remaining
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Figure 5.5. Estimated eccentricity e for PRN 1 on February 1, 2016

13-LNAV parameters are shown in Appendix F.

5.3 Errors in broadcast GPS navigation message

Along with the LNAV parameters, GPS navigation message contains a clock

bias model to correct for the expected satellite clock error. Any error on the clock

bias would directly result in a range error; clock bias error is highly correlated with

the radial error of satellite position. Thus, to observe realistic range errors from

navigation message, errors in LNAV parameters as well as satellite clock biases are

discussed in the following subsections.

5.3.1 Errors in broadcast LNAV parameters. Generally, range errors being

experienced by users are analyzed and modeled. But, in this subsection, the goal

is to observe the distribution of LNAV parameter errors and find upper bounds on

Gaussian mean µ and standard deviation �. Then, the Gaussian parameters will be
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Figure 5.6. Estimated square root of the semi-major axis (
p
A) for PRN 1 over four

years (Feb 1, 2016 to Jan 31, 2020)

converted to range domain (in Section 5.4) to bound the range errors. The benefit of

our approach will become more clear in Section 5.4.

Observing LNAV parameter error is straightforward by comparing broadcast

GPS LNAV parameters [93] with the ones estimated as described in the previous

section. Equation (5.5) is a mathematical representation of the LNAV parameter

error; estimate errors in truth LNAV parameters (corresponding to ⇠ 12 cm satellite

position error) are negligible compared to errors in the broadcast ones.

"porb,k = porb
k � p̂orb

k (5.5)

where,

k is a sample index (i.e., time),

"porb represents the error in broadcast parameters,

porb are broadcast parameters,
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Figure 5.7. Estimated eccentricity e for PRN 1 over four years (Feb 1, 2016 to Jan
31, 2020)

p̂orb are the estimated (truth) parameters.

Figure 5.8 shows the error in the broadcast
p
A parameter for PRN 1. It

is assumed that four years is a sufficiently long period to observe ephemeris-error

characteristics. Since broadcast ephemerides are updated at 2-h intervals, higher fre-

quency components in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 will not be visible. Later in this subsection,

we will discuss the observable frequency components, but the at present,
p
A error

seems to follow Gaussian distribution with a constant mean and standard deviation.

Similarly, the eccentricity "e error is shown in Figure 5.9 for PRN 1, which contains a

low frequency component close to one year period. Since the ARAIM algorithm takes

snapshot for a position fix, the error bounding with the Gaussian distribution is suf-

ficient to describe its instantaneous characteristic. Therefore, the time correlation of

ephemeris error will be analyzed in future work, and here, we only focus on capturing

Gaussian statistics. Similar to the
p
A and e errors, Appendix F shows errors for the
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remaining 13-LNAV parameters.

Figure 5.8. Error in broadcast
p
A for PRN 1 over four years (Feb 1, 2016 to Jan 31,

2020)

The mean value of the
p
A error is evaluated using Equation (5.6). The mean

value is computed similarly for all the other parameter errors, and µ̂EPH vector (Equa-

tion (5.7)) is obtained to represent overall mean error of LNAV parameters.

µ̂p
A =

1

N

k=NX

k=1

"pA,k (5.6)

where N is total sample size (17518 samples).

µ̂EPH =

2

66666664

µ̂p
A

µ̂e

...

3

77777775

15⇥1

(5.7)

Equation (5.8) shows an example covariance matrix for the
p
A and e param-
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Figure 5.9. Error in broadcast e for PRN 1 over four years (Feb 1, 2016 to Jan 31,
2020)

eters.

⌃̂p
Ae =

2

66664

Cp
A
p
A(0) Cp

Ae(0)

Cp
Ae(0) Cee(0)

3

77775
(5.8)

The diagonal terms of the matrix are obtained using the sample auto-covariance

function of each parameter, while the non-diagonal terms, representing correlation

between two parameters, are obtained using the sample cross-covariance function.

Figure 5.10 shows the auto-covariance value for the
p
A parameter error. As explained

earlier, we are currently interested in only the variance of the errors for ARAIM, and

Cp
A
p
A(0) is the main focused value. Similarly, the Cee(0) value is obtained from

Figure 5.11 for the eccentricity-error variance. For the off-diagonal terms in the co-

variance matrix, the cross-covariance function is computed, and Cp
Ae(0) is obtained.

Likewise, the other 13-LNAV parameters are observed through auto-covariance and

cross-covariance to achieve the variance (⌃̂EPH, 15 ⇥ 15 matrix) of the broadcast
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GPS ephemeris error. For actual ARAIM OFM, the LNAV parameter errors must

be overbounded as suggested in [24, 94]. But, to demonstrate our new approach, we

simply use 1-� covariance here.

Figure 5.10. Autocovariance plot for the square root of the semi-major axis (
p
A)

error

The goal of this subsection is achieved by obtaining the µ̂EPH and ⌃̂EPH as they

capture the joint LNAV-parameter error distribution of 4 years. The following section

will show how to predict range error distribution from µ̂EPH and ⌃̂EPH. But, first we

draw attention again to our assumption of the sufficiency of a 4-year observation

period. There is still an open question of how to determine the observational period

to safely bound range errors for ARAIM OFM. In future work, additional analysis

will be carried out to define the necessary observational time period. Related to

the time period, two interesting trends within Figures 5.10 and 5.11 are noted here

for future reference. The first is a slow variation close to the Earth’s orbital period

(365.256 days): 354.5 days for the e error in Figure 5.11 (
p
A does not exhibit this
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Figure 5.11. Autocovariance plot for the eccentricity (e) error

variation). The second, also a slow variation, is close to the Moon’s orbital period

(27.3 days): 26.92 days for the
p
A and e errors in the close-up views in Figures 5.10

and 5.11, respectively.

5.3.2 Errors in broadcast satellite clock bias. Similar to “truth" LNAV param-

eters, accurate satellite clock biases will be available in the future from the newly-

developed IS (Chapter 4), but we rely on the IGS clock product for this analysis.

Specifically, we consider the internal clock product from one of the IGS analysis cen-

ters, the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE) [91]; the reason is that

the “final" official IGS clock product (.sp3) lacks several time epochs over our selected

analysis period.

The GPS navigation message provides satellite clock biases though quadratic

parameters (af0 , af1 and af2) to its users. These parameters are referenced to the time

of clock (toc) parameter (also broadcast) which can be different from the reference
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time of ephemeris (toc 6= toe). Equation (5.9) shows the broadcast clock bias (⌧brd),

in meters, for satellite i using the quadratic parameters [45].

⌧ ibrd(t) = c
⇣
af0 + af1(t� toc) + af2(t� toc)

2
⌘

(5.9)

where c is speed of light.

Although the GPS signal is broadcast from a single APC point on the satellite,

the realization of APC could differ due to different strategies to estimate satellite

position and clock bias. In [86], it is shown that precise IGS clock biases refer to

different APCs than the GPS CSP-defined APCs. To make a fair comparison of IGS

and broadcast clock bias, the IGS clock bias must first be transformed to the GPS

CSP-defined APC as

"̃iCLK,k = ⌧ ibrd,t=k � ⌧ iCODE,k � (�APC i
IGS,z ��APC i

GPS,z) (5.10)

where,

⌧ iCODE,k is the truth satellite clock bias from CODE,

�APCIGS,z is the distance between satellite’s COM to the IGS-defined APC in

radial direction,

�APCGPS,z is distance between satellite’s COM to the GPS CSP-defined APC in

radial direction.

Since the reference time is synchronized differently in the CODE product and

GPS navigation message, clock error "̃CLK,i,k is corrected by removing the constella-

tion mean for each epoch,

"iCLK,k = "̃iCLK,k �
1

l

i=lX

i=1

"̃iCLK,k (5.11)

where l is total number of satellites in the constellation.

Figure 5.12 shows the broadcast clock bias error for PRN 1 over four years

with a 15-min sample rate. On a few occasions, the clock error is drifting over a day,
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representing upload issues in certain sets of LNAV messages, which are then reset

with the next day’s updated LNAV message. These events are visible in the figure

as eight spikes. Since the error never exceeds the 4.42 ⇥ �URA limit, these are not

considered faults. Similar to the previous subsection on position error, the mean and

variance of the clock error are evaluated. To incorporate a single covariance matrix for

LNAV message errors, the cross-covariance function is evaluated across the LNAV-

parameter errors and the clock error. Equations (5.12) and (5.13) show the final

Gaussian parameters, µ̂LNAV and ⌃̂LNAV, to represent the four-year error distribution

in broadcast GPS LNAV messages.

Figure 5.12. Errors in broadcast satellite clock bias for PRN 1 over four years (Feb
1, 2016 to Jan 31, 2020)

µ̂i
LNAV =

2

664
µ̂EPH

µ̂CLK

3

775

16⇥1

(5.12)
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⌃̂i
LNAV =

2

664
⌃̂EPH CEPH,CLK(0)

CEPH,CLK(0) CCLK,CLK(0)

3

775

16⇥16

(5.13)

5.4 Generation of Integrity Support Data (range-error bound)

In general, ARAIM OFM needs to process multiple satellites over a certain

observation period to capture the true nature of range errors. At the end, the OFM

provides bnom and �URA parameters for each constellation to bound the distribution

of all range errors from its satellites. In the previous section, we developed the µ̂LNAV

and ⌃̂LNAV parameters to bound errors in GPS LNAV messages, and now, in this

section, we propose a method to generate the required bnom and �URA parameters

from them. In the first step, we will translate the µ̂LNAV and ⌃̂LNAV to satellite’s

position domain and then, to the range domain.

Equation (5.2) indicates that a satellite position error can be expressed as a

function of the Jacobian matrix and an error vector from LNAV parameters. Using

the same first order approximation, the µ̂LNAV and ⌃̂LNAV are transformed into the

position domain; as discussed in Section 5.2, higher order effects (model fidelity er-

rors) are negligible compared to errors in the broadcast LNAV messages. Equations

(5.14) and (5.15) represent the mean and covariance transformed into satellite posi-

tion domain, which are the predicted mean and variance for satellite position-error

bound.

µ̂i
LL(t) =

2

666666666664

µ̂i
along-track(t)

µ̂i
cross-track(t)

µ̂i
radial(t)

µ̂i
CLK

3

777777777775

4⇥1

=


R1(t)

�

4⇥4


C (t)

�

4⇥16

2

664
µ̂i

EPH

µ̂i
CLK

3

775

16⇥1

(5.14)
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where,

R1(t) ,

2

664
RLL(t) 0

0 1

3

775

4⇥4

, and RLL(t) is the ECEF to LL rotation matrix,

C (t) ,

2

664
Jorb
i (t) 0

0 1

3

775

4⇥16

, and Jorb
i (t) is the Jacobian matrix.

⌃̂i
LL(t)4⇥4 = R1(t) C (t) ⌃̂LNAV C

T (t) R
T
1 (t). (5.15)

Time variable (t) is simply introduced to indicate the variation in the predicted error-

bound as a satellite moves along its orbit. Since the orbital period of GPS satellites is

12 h, the Jacobian matrix will be repeated at the 12-h intervals, and any 12-h period

is sufficient to predict the GPS satellite position-error bound.

A satellite position error is transformed to the range domain by projecting

the position error along the line-of-sight vector. Equations (5.16) and (5.17) show

the predicted SIS range-error mean (µ̂i
SISRE,q) and standard deviation (�̂i

SISRE,q) for

an example location q and satellite i.

µ̂i
SISRE,q(t) =


W

i
q (t)

�

1⇥4

µ̂i
LL(t)4⇥1 (5.16)

where,

W
i
q (t) ,


eiq(t) 1

�

1⇥4

, and eiq is the line-of-sight vector from location q to

satellite i.

�̂i
SISRE,q(t) =

q
W i

q (t) ⌃̂
i
LL(t) W

i,T
q (t). (5.17)

Again, the time variable t is explicitly shown to indicate the error-bound variation as

the line-of-sight vector changes due satellite motion. Furthermore, eiq(t) is going to

be repeated over a 24-h period as GPS satellites will be at the same location over the

24-h Earth rotation. Thus, any 24-h period is sufficient to predict range-error bound

for the location q. So far, we have only discussed the SISRE bound, µ̂i
SISRE,q and
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�̂i
SISRE,q, for arbitrary location q, but ARAIM users can be anywhere on the Earth

surface. Therefore, we suggest to compute the SISRE bound for all Earth surface

locations and consider the maximum value as a worst case SISRE bound. Equations

(5.18) and (5.19) shows the mathematical expressions to provide the worst-case SISRE

bound for satellite i.

µ̂i
SISRE = max

q=1,... all

�
max

t
{| µ̂i

SISRE,q(t) | : 0 < t < 24 h}
�
, (5.18)

�̂i
SISRE = max

q=1,... all

�
max

t
{�̂i

SISRE,q : 0 < t < 24 h}
�
. (5.19)

Once all satellites are analyzed to predict their individual µ̂SISRE and �̂SISRE, the OFM

must pick the maximum to bound all SISREs. Equations (5.20) and (5.21) show the

final output from the OFM to predict nominal range errors for the ARAIM user.

bnom = max
i=1,...l

µ̂i
SISRE, (5.20)

�URA = max
i=1,...l

�̂i
SISRE, (5.21)

where l is the total satellites in a constellation.

From Equations (5.14) to (5.21), the generation of bnom and �URA is simple and

straightforward once the accurate µ̂LNAV and ⌃̂LNAV are obtained. The key benefit

of this approach is that temporal correlation in range errors is accounted for directly

orbital parameter domain, which is the origin of the error source, and any spatial

correlation in range errors can be avoided.

In this preliminary analysis, range-error bound is illustrated for only PRN 1

to demonstrate the proposed method. Once the required observation period of errors

is defined in the future, we can include all satellites in the over-bounding process and

provide the final bnom and �URA. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the predicted mean and

standard deviation for a Chicago location using the computed µ̂LNAV and ⌃̂LNAV for

PRN 1. Different colors represent the 2-h segments valid for the Jacobian matrix,
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which is evaluated numerically and causes small discontinuities between two adjacent

segments, as seen in Figure 5.14. Both figures show frequencies corresponding to the

12-h orbit period of GPS satellites and the 24-h Earth rotation.

Figure 5.13. Predicted SISRE mean at the Chicago location using the computed
µ̂LNAV

5.4.1 Validation of predicted SISRE bound. In [22, 24, 95], the GPS con-

stellation performance is evaluated to provide the required bnom and �URA using in-

dependent analyses. When we compare Figure 5.14 with the prior results, �̂SISRE

closely matches, both suggesting a 1-m bound on standard deviation. However, their

observed range-error mean is much smaller than in Figure 5.13. Specifically, the varia-

tion (-0.17 m to 0.17 m) over a day is quite unexpected as µSISRE has been assumed to

be zero in the past. Thus, two investigations are performed to further to understand

the reason behind the µSISRE variation.

By observing Equations (5.14) and (5.16), one can see that any mis-modeling
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Figure 5.14. Predicted �SISRE at the Chicago location using the computed ⌃̂LNAV

of the µLNAV may result in a µSISRE error as the Jacobian matrix and line-of-sight

vector are simply coordinate transformations and projections. So, in the first inves-

tigation, we will illustrate the mean error of each of the LNAV parameters (satellite

clock bias errors are not discussed as they have a zero mean). Figure 5.15 shows a

running mean of each parameter computed at 10-day intervals; the units of all LNAV

parameters are converted approximately to meters to aid in visualizing their con-

vergence. Except M0,!, e,⌦0 and i0, all other parameter errors converge to a level

of just a few centimeters within a one year period. The most notable exception is

⌦0 which converges to an unexpected 0.5 m. This is the main reason behind large

fluctuating µ̂SISRE in Figure 5.13. The reason behind this divergence in ⌦0 is not

clear, so we doubted the sufficiency of our 4-year observation period and considered

the possibility of anomaly on PRN 1. However, the divergence is consistent among

other GPS satellites even if the observation period is increased to 6 years.
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Figure 5.15. Running mean at 10-day intervals for the LNAV-parameter errors (PRN
1)

In the second investigation, we focus on our earlier underlying assumption

that each LNAV message contains true random errors. In reality, CSP delivers sets of

LNAV parameters to satellites for their future position, and the sets are valid until a

new set of LNAV parameters are delivered again. The delivery time is identified using

a drop in the IODE and toe parameters, part of the LNAV message [45], and each

drop is labeled as an upload tag. For clear visualization of the upload tag, Figure

5.16 shows the position error of PRN 1 in LL instead of LNAV parameter errors.

The cross-track and radial errors look nominal and can be bounded by Gaussian

distribution. However, the along-track errors clearly exhibit non-Gaussian behavior

(non-symmetric errors). Specifically, a duration of 400 h to 500 h shows the drifting

along-track errors over four days. This can clearly affect our developed µ̂LNAV as

LNAV-parameter errors are equally weighted, and it explains the reason behind the

unexpected µ̂SISRE. The same position errors of Figure 5.16 are shown in Figure 5.17
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to observe upload-tag dependency.

Figure 5.16. Position errors of PRN 1 when categorized by the upload tag (different
colors) over April 1, 2016 to May 7, 2016

In future work, we will consider the upload-tag dependency in the development

of µ̂LNAV and ⌃̂LNAV, and the proposed method will be demonstrated for the full con-

stellation. Although the data analysis in this chapter is limited to PRN 1, it exposes

the underlying error sources in the user-experienced range errors. By understanding
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Figure 5.17. Position errors of PRN 1 when plotted against elapsed time from the
upload tag over April 1, 2016 to May 7, 2016

the origin of LNAV parameter errors, OFM will have better capability to predict the

range-error bound (bnom and �URA).

To sum up, this chapter discusses a method to generate the Integrity Support

Data (ISD) for ARAIM OFM, which is the secondary step after providing an inde-

pendent satellite orbit and clock truth source. In the first part, we discuss the LNAV

parameters, carrying satellite position knowledge in the broadcast GPS navigation

message, and develop an error model to bound their errors over 4 years of LNAV

messages. Then, the developed error model is converted to the range domain to de-
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termine SIS range-error bounds (the ISD). The preliminary SIS range-error bound is

shown for PRN 1, and possible approaches for further improvement are discussed at

the end.
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CHAPTER 6

A SF SPATIAL GRADIENT MONITOR FOR GBAS

This chapter describes a contribution to the GBAS GF located at an airport.

Unlike previous chapters addressing an estimation problem, this chapter addresses

a fault-detection problem for the GBAS GF. Currently, GBAS is certified for the

GPS L1 frequency signal only, and dual-frequency signals will be available in the

future. Therefore, this chapter introduces a fault detection monitor concept with a

single frequency signal and two antennas at the GBAS GF. The next chapters will

incorporate multiple antennas and dual-frequency signals to further enhance monitor

performance.

Figure 6.1 illustrates an example scenario where two antennas forming a base-

line are installed parallel to the runway. Our goal is to ensure safe landing approach

for an aircraft at the decision height (H). Once the GBAS GF approves safe oper-

ation, the aircraft flies along a glide path angle (GA) to touch down at glide path

intercept point (GPIP). The distance (d0) between the aircraft at decision height

and GPIP varies depending on types of landing categories; 5 km is the maximum ex-

pected distance as displayed in Figure 6.1. This chapter introduces a monitor concept

to immediately detect spatial gradients caused by ephemeris faults and ionospheric

gradients for the example scenario when a satellite is newly acquired or re-acquired by

GBAS. Later on, a process to initialize the monitor to achieve desired performance

is discussed4.

4©2020 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from J. Patel, “Detecting Hazardous
Spacial Gradients at Satellite Acquisition in GBAS", IEEE Transactions on Aerospace
and Electronic Systems, Aug 2020. [96].
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Figure 6.1. Illustration of an aircraft on approach and antenna configurations in
GBAS

6.1 SF monitor concept

Since the behavior of the proposed monitors is identical for ephemeris failures

and ionospheric gradients, the development of monitors and their results are discussed

simultaneously. However, in the real world, two monitors perform fault detection

independently to alert for ephemeris failures and ionospheric gradients.

6.1.1 Ephemeris monitor. The probability of multiple ephemeris failures occur-

ring at the same time is lower than the allocated budget in the integrity risk tree.

Therefore, the GBAS GF needs to monitor only a single ephemeris failure at any

given time. This allows us to assume that other satellite ephemerides are fault-free.

For a faulty satellite i and a fault-free satellite j, the differential carrier phase

measurement for antenna 1 is

��i,j
1 = (ri1 � rj1 +�I i,j1 +�T i,j

1 +�ti,jSD) + ��ni,j
1 + "��i,j

1

= r̃i,j1 + ��n1 +�⌫�1

(6.1)

r̃i,j1 ⌘ ri1 � rj1 +�I i,j1 +�T i,j
1 +�ti,jSD (6.2)

where,
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ri1 and rj1 are the ranges between antenna 1 and satellites i and j, respectively,

�I i,j1 is the single difference ionospheric error,

�T i,j
1 is the single difference tropospheric error,

�ti,jSD is the single difference satellite clock bias,

� is the carrier wavelength,

�ni,j
1 is the single difference cycle ambiguity for antenna 1,

"��i,j
1

is the single difference carrier phase thermal noise and multipath error

for antenna 1.

Subscripts representing time epoch k and frequency f are dropped as faults are in-

tended to be detected instantaneously using the GPS L1 frequency only.

Receiver antenna phase center variation is corrected in the carrier phase mea-

surement as described in [36], while the millimeter level satellite phase center varia-

tion is ignored. A phase wind-up correction is not necessary as the double difference

combination, which will ultimately be used in this monitor, cancels out its effect.

Similarly, the differential carrier phase measurement for antenna 2 is written

below assuming both antennas are closely located and experience the same nominal

ionospheric and tropospheric delay

��2 = (ri2 � rj2 +�I i,j1 +�T i,j
1 +�ti,jSD) + ��ni,j

2 + "��i,j
2

= r̃i,j1 + (ri2 � ri1)� (rj2 � rj1) + ��ni,j
2 + "��i,j

2
.

(6.3)

The differential range between the two antennas (ri2� ri1) is equal to the projection of

the true line of sight unit vector from antenna 1 to satellite i (ei,true) onto the baseline

displacement vector between the two antennas (b12). If satellite i is faulty, the line of

sight unit vector computed from the ephemeris (ei,EPH) will also be faulty. Therefore,

ri2 � ri1 = bT12ei,true = bT12(ei,EPH + �ei) (6.4)

where,
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�ei is the 3 ⇥ 1 ephemeris line of sight fault vector, and

b12 is the known 3 ⇥ 1 relative position vector between antennas 1 and 2.

If satellite j is assumed to be fault-free, the true line of sight unit vector

between antenna 1 and satellite j is equivalent to the vector computed from the

ephemeris, i.e.,

rj2 � rj1 = bT12ejtrue = bT12ej,EPH. (6.5)

By substituting Equations (6.4) and (6.5) into Equation (6.3), the measurement re-

ceived by antenna 2 can be expressed as

��i,j
2 = r̃i,j1 + bT12ei,EPH + bT12�ei � bT12ej,EPH + ��ni,j

2 + "��i,j
2

= r̃i,j1 + bT12�ei,j + bT12�ei + ��ni,j
2 + "��i,j

2

(6.6)

where �ei,j = ei,EPH � ej,EPH.

Taking the difference between the two antennas (to form the double difference),

�2�i,j
1,2 = ��i,j

2 ���i,j
1

= bT12�ei,j + bT12�ei + �(�ni,j
2 ��ni,j

1 ) + "�2�i,j
1,2

(6.7)

where "�2�i,j
1,2

is the double difference carrier phase measurement error.

Assuming that the ambiguities are known, which will be discussed in the fol-

lowing section, and the baseline vector b12 is known for a ground antenna installation,

the test statistic can be formed as,

qEPH = �2�i,j
1,2 � bT12�ei,j � �(�ni,j

2 ��ni,j
1 )

= bT12�ei + "�2�i,j
1,2
.

(6.8)

Under fault-free conditions, the test statistic qEPH is typically assumed to be

bounded by a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of the

double difference carrier phase measurement noise ��2� [36]. Due to the low noise in
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the carrier phase measurements, the test statistic in Equation (6.8) will be sensitive

to ephemeris faults, as shown in later sections.

6.1.2 IGM. In [36], a monitor utilizing differential carrier phase measurements

across multiple reference stations was introduced to instantaneously detect iono-

spheric gradients. The simplified double difference carrier phase measurement model

between two antennas for a faulted satellite i and a fault-free satellite j is given by

�2�i,j
1,2 = bT12�ei,j + ��2ni,j

1,2 +�I i,j1,2 + "�2�i,j
1,2

(6.9)

where,

�2�i,j
1,2 is the double difference carrier phase measurement,

�ei,j is the differential user-satellite line of sight unit vector (assuming no

ephemeris fault),

�2ni,j
1,2 is the double difference cycle ambiguity, and

�I i,j1,2 is the differential ionospheric error between antennas.

The ionospheric anomaly �I i,j1,2 is described by the following model [97]

�I i,j1,2 = bT12↵ (6.10)

where ↵ is the ionospheric gradient vector.

Therefore, the test statistics can be formed, assuming known ambiguities as

we will discuss in the next section, as

qIGM = �2�i,j
1,2 � bT12�ei,j � ��2ni,j

1,2

= bT12↵ + "�2�i,j
1,2
.

(6.11)

Comparing Equations (6.8) and (6.11), one can see that the monitors are

identical and their test statistic sensitivity is directly influenced by the baseline length.

6.2 SF monitor initialization

6.2.1 Resolving the cycle ambiguity for the ephemeris monitor. The cycle
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ambiguity estimation required to compute q in Equation (6.8) needs to be immune

to the ephemeris fault itself. We may eliminate the dependency on ephemeris by

differencing the pseudorange measurement from the carrier phase:

Zi
CMC,1 = �i

1 � ⇢i1 = �ni
1 � 2I i1 + "�i

1
� "⇢i1 . (6.12)

We assume that an ionospheric gradient is absent in the ephemeris monitor as the IGM

would alert in the case of ionospheric gradient. Therefore, the effect of ionospheric

errors can be largely removed by taking the difference of ZCMC between two antennas

as

�Zi
CMC1,2

= Zi
CMC1

� Zi
CMC2

= ��ni
12 � 2�I i1,2 + "��i

1,2
� "�⇢i1,2

. (6.13)

The error in �ZCMC12 is dominated by thermal noise and multipath errors in "�⇢i1,2
,

which are much larger than the sub-cm level carrier phase noise or the 2-4 mm/km

differential ionospheric residual errors. In this analysis, the nominal differential ver-

tical ionospheric errors are conservatively assumed to have a standard deviation of

2 mm/km, which is valid for mid-latitudes (larger values should be used for low lat-

itudes and active ionospheric regions). Filtering of �ZCMC12 reduces the effect of

these errors and allows resolution of the integer ambiguity term �n12 as

�n̂i
1,2 =

P
�Zi

CMC1,2

T = �ni
12 + "�n̂i

1,2
(6.14)

where,

T is the number of independent samples and

"�n̂i
1,2

⇠ N

 
0,

��Zi
CMC1,2p
T

!
. (6.15)

The time correlation of multipath errors affects the filtering of �ZCMC12 since

the number of independent samples would be lower for highly correlated errors and

vice-versa. Therefore, we analyzed experimental data to quantify the correlation
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of multipath errors in pseudorange measurements. This data was collected by the

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Technical Center at their prototype GBAS

installation. This GBAS site was installed with Multipath Limiting Antennas (MLA)

to attenuate multipath errors. Analyzing the data, a time-constant of 2 s was observed

for pseudorange errors and this value is assumed for analyses (Appendix G).

6.2.2 Resolving the cycle ambiguity for the IGM. Similarly, we use the

pseudorange measurement to estimate the cycle ambiguity, but in this case, by adding

it to carrier phase measurement, to eliminate the ionospheric component

�
�+ ⇢

�i
1
= 2

�
ri1 + T i

1 + c(�ti � �t1)
�
+ �ni

1 + "�i
1
+ "⇢i1 . (6.16)

The effect of nominal tropospheric delay and clock bias errors can be attenuated

by taking the double difference of � + ⇢ between two satellites and two antennas—

Equation (6.17).

�2
�
�+ ⇢

�i,j
1,2

= 2�2ri,j1,2 + ��2ni,j
1,2 + "�2�i,j

1,2
+ "�2⇢i,j1,2

(6.17)

Since this monitor operates under the fault-free ephemeris hypothesis, the range term

�2ri1 is known and is evaluated as bT12�ei,j, which leads to Equation (6.18)

�2Zi,j
CPC1,2

= �2
�
�+ ⇢

�i,j
1,2

� 2bT12�ei,j

= ��2ni,j
1,2 + "�2�i,j

1,2
+ "�2⇢i,j1,2

.
(6.18)

The error in �2Zi,j
CPC1,2

is dominated by thermal noise and multipath errors in "�2⇢i,j1,2
.

Filtering �2Zi,j
CPC1,2

reduces the effect of these errors and allows resolution of the

integer ambiguity term �2n12 as

�2n̂i,j
1,2 =

P
�2Zi,j

CPC1,2

T = �2ni,j
1,2 + "�2n̂i,j

1,2
(6.19)

where,

T is the number of independent samples considering a time-constant of
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2 s (Appendix G) and

"�2n̂i,j
1,2

⇠ N

 
0,

��2Zi,j
CPC1,2p
T

!
. (6.20)

6.2.3 Impact of the rounding process on test statistics. The error in the

float ambiguity estimate must be accounted for in the test statistic q in Equations

(6.8) and (6.11). One way to reduce the ambiguity estimate error is to increase the

filtering period. However, to reach the level of the carrier phase measurement noise

in q and thus have minimal impact on the monitor’s detection capabilities, filtering

periods of more than 3 h would be necessary—impractical.

Instead, we round the averaged values of �n̂ and �2n̂ to the nearest integers

much earlier, but in doing so we must also account for the consequences of rounding

to the wrong integer. The introduction of rounding eliminates the error in the float

ambiguities. As a result, the ideal distribution of test statistics would only be driven

by the carrier phase noise. However, the rounding process, which is nonlinear and

may result in either correct or incorrect integers, will cause the test statistic to have a

mixed Gaussian distribution (Figure 6.2) [98]. Therefore, the probability of rounding

to the wrong ambiguity must be accounted for. Since �Zi
CMC1,2

and �2Zi,j
CPC1,2

are

free of ephemeris faults and ionospheric anomalies, only code multipath and thermal

noise can cause the ambiguity to be rounded to the wrong integer. Under fault-free

conditions, a Wrong Integer Fix (WIF) would cause the test statistic to be biased,

which may cause a false alarm. Under the fault hypothesis, this WIF may mask the

actual fault and thus result in a MD.

The probability of rounding to the Correct Integer Fix (CIF) or any specific

WIF can be computed from the Gaussian CDF given the distributions of "�n̂i
1,2

and

"�2n̂i,j
1,2

in Equations (6.15) and (6.20), respectively. For example, Figure 6.3 highlights

the regions corresponding to CIF and WIF of ±1 integer cycle.
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Since the monitor runs in the background to detect spatial gradients while the

GF generates the differential corrections, it is assumed that any external cycle slip

detection by the GF will be accessible to the monitor and result in a reset of the

monitor filters.

Figure 6.2. Illustration of the mixed Gaussian distribution of the test statistic q as a
result of rounding

Figure 6.3. The probability density function for obtaining the correct and wrong cycle
ambiguity

6.3 Analytical expression of monitor’s FA and MD

Given that the CIF and all WIF events are mutually exclusive and exhaustive

events, and using the law of total probability, we may express the FA probability
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under the null hypothesis H0 (fault-free) as

PFA = P{q > T | H0}

= P{q > T | H0, CIF}P{CIF}+ P{q > T | H0,WIF}P{WIF}.
(6.21)

For simplicity, at this stage, we temporarily assume that all WIF events will result in

false alarms (P{q > T | H0,WIF} = 1), which is a conservative assumption. Since

WIF and CIF events are mutually exclusive and exhaustive, P{WIF} = 1�P{CIF}.

As a result, the probability of FA in Equation (6.21) is upper bounded as

PFA  P{q > T | H0, CIF}P{CIF}+ (1� P{CIF}). (6.22)

Equation (6.22) illustrates that the probability of a CIF must be high enough such

that the term (1 � P{CIF}) is smaller than the allocated FA probability (on the

order of 10-8 for the GBAS Category III landing). To achieve such a low probability,

the float ambiguity estimates in Equations (6.14) and (6.19) need to be filtered for

at least 3 h. Instead, we provide a tighter bound on the FA probability in Equation

(6.22) by precisely accounting for the impact of a limited number of WIFs on the test

statistic, while bounding the effect of the remaining WIFs [99, 100].

WIF events in Equation (6.21) include an infinite number of mutually exclusive

possibilities, and when expanded we can rewrite Equation (6.21) as

PFA = P{q > T | H0, CIF}P{CIF}+
1X

i=1

P{q > T | H0,WIFi}P{WIFi}. (6.23)

Now, we will use the same bounding technique as in Equation (6.22), but only for a

subset of WIFs (n+ 1) : 1 [100]

PFA P{q > T | H0, CIF}P{CIF}

+
nX

i=1

P{q > T | H0,WIFi}P{WIFi}+
⇣
1� P{CIF}�

nX

i=1

P{WIFi}
⌘
.

(6.24)
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Even if many terms are computed in the series term in Equation (6.24) to provide

a tight bound, we may still need to filter for prolonged periods before meeting the

required level of PFA, because each WIF generates a bias in the test statistic and

will result in a FA. Instead, we will consider only ±1 WIFs and introduce multiple

threshold regions, as illustrated in Figure 6.4. If the test statistic lies inside the

region corresponding to the CIF, or the regions corresponding to ±1 cycle ambiguity,

no alarm is triggered. The multiple threshold regions introduce a significant change

in our prior assumption that a WIF of ±1 cycle will result in a FA.

Equation (6.25) provides a mathematical definition of the threshold regions

{|q| � T} , {T < |q| < �� T} [ {|q| > �+ T}. (6.25)

Using the definition in Equation (6.25), we may rewrite PFA in Equation (6.24) as

PFA P{q � T | H0, CIF}P{CIF}

+
2X

i=1

P{q � T | H0,WIFi}P{WIFi}

+
⇣
1� P{CIF}�

2X

i=1

P{WIFi}
⌘
.

(6.26)

Now, a MD occurs if the test statistic is inside the threshold regions under the

fault hypothesis Hf (Figure 6.4). The first two terms of Equation (6.27) bound the

MD risk due to spatial gradients, while the last term bounds the MD risks due to

WIF beyond ±1 integer

PMD P{q � T | Hf , CIF}P{CIF}

+
2X

i=1

P{q � T | Hf ,WIFi}P{WIFi}

+
⇣
1� P{CIF}�

2X

i=1

P{WIFi}
⌘
.

(6.27)
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Figure 6.4. Illustration of the threshold regions defined in Equation (6.25)

6.4 Requirements on GBAS ephemeris monitor and IGM

Utilizing the same baseline for the ephemeris monitor and the IGM causes

highly correlated test statistics under the fault-free condition. Nevertheless, the

GBAS continuity risk of 10-8 is conservatively allocated to each monitor separately

as the false alarm requirement.

6.4.1 Ephemeris monitor. For a GAST-D Category III landing, the current Stan-

dards and Recommended Practices (SARP) has no requirement specifically placed

on the ephemeris monitor. However, two general requirements apply to the post-

monitoring error in the corrected pseudorange [41]. The first requirement, termed

the “limit case" requirement, shown in Figure 6.5, specifies thee minimum required

probability of missed detection of a ranging source fault as a function of the ranging

error |Er|. The second requirement, known as the “malfunction case" requirement,

shown in Figure 6.6, applies to all faults that have a prior probability of occurrence

greater than 10-9. It stipulates that the probability of an undetected fault leading to a

differential ranging error greater than 1.8 m must not exceed 10-9. Details behind the

origin of these two requirements are outside the scope of this work, but the interested

reader can find them in [101] and [102]. The PMD of the ephemeris monitor must

satisfy both requirements.
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Figure 6.5. Integrity requirement for ephemeris monitor: “limit case"

6.4.2 IGM. In a GAST-D Category III landing, the probability of an undetected

ionospheric front leading to a differential ranging error greater than 2.75 meters must

not exceed 10-9 [41]. It is presumed that the prior probability of a potentially haz-

ardous ionospheric front is 10-3 [103]. Thus, the IGM needs to meet a MD probability

of 10-6. This requirement applies to the post-monitoring error in the corrected pseu-

dorange as depicted in Figure 6.7.

Based on the experimental analysis of data collected at the FAA Technical

Center, it was shown in [104] that the CDF of the double difference carrier phase

measurement error is overbounded by a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with a stan-

dard deviation of 6 mm, and the double difference pseudorange errors are bounded

by a standard deviation of 84 cm.

In computing the ambiguities for the ephemeris monitor, a nominal differen-

tial vertical ionospheric error standard deviation of 2 mm/km is assumed based on

the results in [105], which is then converted to a conservative range error using the
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Figure 6.6. Integrity requirement for ephemeris monitor: “malfunction case"

Figure 6.7. Integrity requirement for IGM weighted by prior fault probability

obliquity factor for a 3� elevation angle satellite.

6.5 Performance evaluation using an example single baseline
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The proposed ephemeris monitor (Equation (6.8)) and the IGM (Equation

(6.11)) are both sensitive to the baseline length, which is one of the design parameters

for a GBAS site. The monitors need to initialize over a certain filtering period, a

second design parameter, to obtain cycle ambiguities. Both design parameters are

discussed in detail for an example single baseline scenario (Figure 6.1).

6.5.1 Filtering period. Filtering is applied initially to get the ambiguities needed

to compute the test statistics. Therefore, the longer the filtering period, the higher the

probability of CIF but, the longer the monitor has to wait to compute a test statistic

and start monitoring for spatial gradients. During this time, the GBAS GF would

not broadcast corrections for the satellite until they are validated by both monitors.

In the forthcoming analysis, we will use the three threshold regions introduced in

Section (6.3).

In the ephemeris monitor, it is assumed that the reference satellite was previ-

ously validated, having been tracked for a far longer period than the newly acquired

one being tested. A filtering time of 5400 s (1.5 h) is assumed for the reference

satellite; this is a conservative assumption because the average time-in-view for GPS

satellites is considerably longer. In a FA analysis, Equation (6.26) is used to compute

a threshold to meet the required probability of FA. Since CIF and WIF are related

to ambiguity resolution, we filter Equations (6.14) and (6.19) to obtain sufficient

P{CIF} and P{WIF}. Based on the FA analysis, a filtering period of 605 s (10

min) and a threshold of 38 mm are adequate to meet 10-8 (PFA) using a 1-km baseline.

To evaluate PMD, different ephemeris fault gradients were considered. The ranging er-

ror resulting from an ephemeris fault is computed by multiplying the ephemeris fault

gradient by 5 km, which corresponds to the maximum distance between a landing

aircraft and the geographic centroid of the reference stations as shown in Figure 6.1.

This process is then repeated for all gradient values. Figure 6.8 shows the resulting
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PMD, where the highlighted area illustrates the ephemeris monitor requirements as

shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. The pink diamond curve represents the probability of

MD conditioned on a CIF and weighted by the probability of CIF—the first term

of Equation (6.27). The green square and blue circle curves represent the terms of

Equation (6.27) corresponding to -1 and +1 WIF terms, respectively. The sum of

all three curves, the red curve, shows the total probability of MD on the ephemeris

monitor, which does not satisfy the requirements using the arbitrarily selected 1-km

baseline.

As for the IGM, a filtering period of 1138 s (19 min) and a threshold of 40

mm are adequate to satisfy the probability of FA requirement using a 1-km baseline.

Different ionospheric gradients have been simulated to evaluate PMD. In prior work

[36], the IGM requirements were allocated in the gradient domain as a minimum

detectable gradient of 300 mm/km. Recently, the requirements have been updated

to be in the range domain as shown in Figure 6.7. Because the airborne system

utilizes carrier smoothed pseudorange for positioning, an ionospheric anomaly that

occurred before the decision height, H in Figure 6.1, may still affect the aircraft

position estimate, which is not true for an ephemeris fault. The effective distance for

monitoring must be d0 + 2v⌧ , where v is an aircraft approach speed, and ⌧ is a time

constant used in the smoothing filter. If the aircraft speed during the approach is 131

kn [106], and a time constant of 30 s is utilized for carrier smoothed pseudorange,

the aircraft is being impacted by the ionospheric front earlier than reaching decision

height H for a travel distance of 4 km. Therefore, 9 km is used as a distance between

the reference station and aircraft for the computation of PMD. Similar to Figure 6.8,

the pink diamond, the green square, and the blue circle in Figure 6.9 represent the

three terms of Equation (6.27) corresponding to the CIF ambiguity, -1 WIF ambiguity,

and +1 WIF ambiguity, respectively. The red curve shows the resultant PMD for the

IGM, which illustrates that the requirement is not satisfied given the chosen baseline
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length and filtering period.

Figure 6.8. PMD vs ranging error for the ephemeris monitor using 1-km baseline while
considering the likelihood of ± 1 WIF ambiguity

Figure 6.9. PMD vs ranging error for the IGM using 1-km baseline while considering
the likelihood of ± 1 WIF ambiguity

For the ephemeris monitor, an increase in the filtering period reduces the
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probability levels in the third peak of the green curve in Figure 6.8 (-1 WIF term).

However, it does not reduce the probability levels of the second peak corresponding

to the CIF probability (the pink curve). Therefore, even if greatly extended filtering

periods are used, the resulting PMD does not meet the requirements.

6.5.2 Baseline length. This section investigates the effect of baseline length on

the monitor performance. Observing the test statistics in Equations (6.8) and (6.11),

one can see that the test statistic is proportional to the baseline length under fault

conditions. Thus, increasing the baseline length allows the monitor to detect smaller

fault gradients. For example, an increase in the 1-km baseline would shift the red

curve in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 to the left. For the ephemeris monitor, Figure 6.10 shows

the probability of MD for an example baseline length of 1.5 km with a filtering period

of 656 s and a threshold of 38 mm, which meets the FA requirements. Notice that

the filtering period was increased to reduce the effect of code noise and multipath to

accommodate the additional differential ionospheric error that is proportional to the

baseline length in Equation (6.13). For the IGM, Figure 6.11 shows the probability

of MD for the same baseline length of 1.5 km and a filtering period of 1138 s, which

also meets the FA requirements.

To sum up, this chapter proposes a differential carrier phase based ephemeris

monitor and IGM to detect instantaneous spatial gradients when a satellite is newly

acquired or re-acquired in the GBAS. In the example scenario of Figure 6.1, test

statistics are formed using a single baseline for the proposed monitor; sufficient

knowledge of carrier cycle ambiguities is also achieved. It is determined that the

minimum required baseline length is 1.5 km. The GBAS GF needs to wait 656 s for

the ephemeris monitor and 1138 s for the IGM to initialize and broadcast differential

corrections. In the following chapter, we will discuss how to reduce the filtering period

and baseline for the SF ephemeris monitor and IGM.
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Figure 6.10. PMD vs ranging error for the ephemeris monitor using 1.5 km-baseline
while considering the likelihood of ± 1 WIF

Figure 6.11. PMD vs ranging error for the IGM using 1.5-km baseline while considering
the likelihood of ± 1 WIF
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CHAPTER 7

MULTI-BASELINE SF SPATIAL GRADIENTS MONITORS

In Chapter 6, a new ephemeris monitor and IGM were proposed to detect

spatial gradients even for new satellites at acquisition. The performance requirements

were met, but there were restrictions on monitor initialization time and antenna siting.

For example, an IGM using 1.5-km baseline length between antennas needed at least

1138 s to resolve the cycle ambiguities before the monitor could start detecting faults.

It is desired to reduce the initialization period and baseline length to improve system

availability and airport siting limitations, respectively. In response, in this chapter,

we investigate the effects of adding more antennas or baselines and the reduction of

filtering period on monitor performance5.

7.1 Exploiting multiple baselines to reduce single baseline length

In this section, we specifically focus on reducing the 1.5-km baseline length.

Since the GBAS GF has multiple antennas for redundancy, an additional antenna can

be utilized to form a second baseline. The second baseline is also installed parallel

to the runway; both baselines are displayed in Figure 7.1. In this configuration, the

monitor computes two different test statistics, one for each baseline, and triggers an

alarm if either test statistic exceeds the threshold.

5©2020 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from J. Patel, “Detecting Hazardous
Spacial Gradients at Satellite Acquisition in GBAS", IEEE Transactions on Aerospace
and Electronic Systems, Aug 2020. [96].
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Figure 7.1. Illustration of two baselines at the GBAS GF along the runway

For the ephemeris monitor, the test statistics are defined as,

qEPH
1 = �2�i,j

1,2 � bT12�ei,j � �(�ni
1,2 ��nj

1,2) = bT12�ei + "�2�i,j
1,2

qEPH
2 = �2�i,j

1,3 � bT13�ei,j � �(�ni
1,3 ��nj

1,3) = bT13�ei + "�2�i,j
1,3

and the detection rule is

if {qEPH
1 � TEPH} [ {qEPH

2 � TEPH} ! alarm.

(7.1)

Similarly the test statistics for the IGM are defined as,

qIGM
1 = �2�i,j

1,2 � bT12�ei,j � ��2nij
12 = bT12↵ + "�2�i,j

1,2

qIGM
2 = �2�i,j

1,3 � bT13�ei,j � ��2nij
13 = bT13↵ + "�2�i,j

1,3

with the same detection rule

if {qIGM
1 � T IGM} [ {qIGM

2 � T IGM} ! alarm.

(7.2)

The test statistics q1 and q2 are correlated due to usage of the same antenna

(1). The correlation can be captured in the measurement noise covariance matrix.

The monitor’s test statistics can be described by a multidimensional mixed Gaussian

distribution. Figure 7.2 illustrates a probability contour plot of the distribution and

the threshold regions of such a monitor. The FA probability corresponding to the

integration of the distribution over the non-highlighted regions is written as

PFA = P{q1 � T [ q2 � T | H0}  P{q1 � T | H0}+ P{q2 � T | H0}. (7.3)

A tighter upper bound on PFA can be derived as shown in Equation (6.26).
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Figure 7.2. Contour plot showing the multivariate mixed Gaussian distribution cor-
responding to the dual baseline monitor and the threshold regions

Figure 7.3. Contour plot showing the multivariate mixed Gaussian distribution corre-
sponding to the dual baseline monitor, the missed detection regions, and the fault
slope
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On the other hand, a MD occurs if both test statistics are inside of the thresh-

old regions (Figure 7.3).

PMD = P{q1 � T \ q2 � T |Hf}. (7.4)

Similar to the FA probability, Equation (7.4) can be bounded as,

P{q1 � T \ q2 � T | Hf}  P{q1 � T \ q2 � T | Hf , CIF1\2}P{CIF1\2}

+
lX

k=1

P{q1k � T \ q2k � T | Hf ,WIFk}P{WIFk}

+
⇣
1� P{CIF1\2 �

lX

k=1

P{WIFk}
⌘
.

(7.5)

Under fault conditions, the “mean” (which corresponds to the maximum peak

of the distribution) of the multivariate mixed Gaussian distribution moves along a

fixed fault slope. For example, Figure 7.3 shows the fault slope when cycle ambiguities

are correctly resolved. It can be easily shown from Equation (7.1) that the fault slope,

the ratio of q2/q1, is equal to b13/b12.

Next, the performance of the monitors is illustrated for an example with two

baselines of 228 m and 800 m; the multidimensional mixed Gaussian distribution

is evaluated using the MATLAB function “mvncdf”. For the ephemeris monitor,

a filtering period of 709 s and a threshold of 36.9 mm are adequate to meet the

required FA probability. Figure 7.4 shows the resultant PMD of the dual baseline

monitor. Unlike Figure 6.8, where two peaks among three are penetrating through

the highlighted requirement region, use of two baselines allow the fault slope to avoid

the third threshold region, and only two peaks are observed.

For the IGM, a filtering period of 1190 s and a threshold of 37.6 mm are

adequate to meet the required FA probability. Similar to the ephemeris monitor,

only two peaks show up in the PMD curve (Figure 7.5).
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Figure 7.4. PMD vs ranging error for the ephemeris monitor using 228-m and 800-m
baselines while considering the likelihood of ± 1 WIF

Figure 7.5. PMD vs ranging error for the IGM using 228-m and 800-m baselines while
considering the likelihood of ± 1 WIF

7.1.1 Changing the baseline lengths while preserving the baseline ratio.

Previously, for the single baseline case in Subsection 6.5.2, we saw that increasing

the baseline length moves the PMD curve to the left. To illustrate this effect, we have
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increased the longer baseline length to 1 km, while keeping the ratio of both baselines

the same at 2/7, which results in a second baseline of 285 m. Figure 7.6 shows the

resultant PMD curve for the IGM. This example baseline combination also shifts the

PMD curve of the ephemeris monitor to the left.

Figure 7.6. PMD vs ranging error for the IGM using 285-m and 1-km baselines while
considering the likelihood of ± 1 WIF

7.2 Modified threshold regions to reduce the initialization period

In this section, we focus on reducing the initialization period, which is simply

the filtering period needed for resolving the cycle ambiguities. This filtering period is

higher for the IGM compared to the ephemeris monitor. Therefore, the reduction of

filtering period is demonstrated on the IGM as an example. Specifically, we consider

expanding the threshold regions to include ±2 WIF ambiguities. As discussed in Sub-

section 6.2.3, tolerating more WIF ambiguities allows for a reduction of the filtering

period by accounting for additional threshold regions, but detection performance is

degraded. For the single baseline monitor, the inclusion of ±2 WIF is inapplicable

due to the appearance of two additional peaks in Figure 6.11; the IGM thus no longer
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meets the MD requirement. The dual-baseline monitor will be able to handle ±2

WIF.

The introduction of ± 2 WIF requires additional threshold regions to avoid

FAs as discussed in Section 6.3. For a single baseline case, the five threshold regions

are illustrated in Figure 7.7 and written mathematically in Equation (7.6). For a dual

baseline case, the probability of FA and probability of MD are expressed as Equations

(7.7) and (7.8), by simply replacing the three-threshold definition (Equation (6.25))

with the five-threshold definition (Equation (7.6)) in Equations (7.3) and (7.4). Figure

7.8 illustrates the threshold regions resulting from the dual baseline configuration.

{|q|m T} , {T < |q| < �� T} [ {�+ T < |q| < 2�� T} [ {|q| > 2�+ T} (7.6)

PFA = P{q1 m T [ q2 m T | H0}  P{q1 m T | H0}+ P{q2 m T | H0} (7.7)

PMD = P{q1 l T \ q2 l T |Hf} (7.8)

When implemented, the filtering period for the IGM is reduced to 439 s using

Equation (7.7) while meeting the required FA probability with a 36-mm threshold.

Using two baseline lengths of 1 km and 285 m, the probability of MD is plotted in

Figure 7.9. As expected, two additional peaks are observed in the PMD curve because

of the two additional threshold regions. Therefore, the PMD requirement is not met for

the current configuration, but the improvement in detection performance is achieved

in the following Subsection 7.2.1. In summary, the introduction of five threshold

regions is currently helpful in reducing the initialization period but degrades fault

detection performance as shown in the PMD curve.

7.2.1 Effect of baseline length ratio. In this subsection, we investigate the effect

of the baseline ratio on the probability of MD. Starting with the configuration used

earlier of the 285-m and 1-km baselines, the means of the test statistics for varying

fault magnitude are plotted in Figure 7.10. Comparing Figure 7.10 to Figure 7.9 for
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Figure 7.7. Five threshold regions for a single baseline monitor

Figure 7.8. 25 threshold regions for a dual baseline monitor

different fault magnitudes, one concludes that as the fault magnitude slides along the

fault slope in Figure 7.10, PMD increases or peaks whenever the fault mean is close to

or penetrates the threshold regions, respectively. Since the fault slope is proportional

to baseline length ratio, we can vary the baseline lengths such that the fault slope

avoids passing through the threshold regions in Figure 7.10. By optimization, it

was found that baseline lengths of 176 m and 1 km result in a PMD that meets the

requirement (Figures 7.11 and 7.12). For this baseline combination, the required PFA

is achieved using a 439-s filtering period and a 36-mm threshold. The expansion
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Figure 7.9. PMD vs ranging error for the IGM using 285-m and 1-km baselines while
considering the likelihood of ± 2 WIF

Figure 7.10. Fault slope in 285-m and 1-km baselines monitor for -2 WIF

of the threshold regions can also be applied to the ephemeris monitor. Only one

optimized baseline length ratio (0.176) satisfies the required PMD for IGM using the

five threshold regions, but more options of baseline length ratio are possible for the
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Figure 7.11. PMD vs ranging error for the IGM using 176-m and 1-km baselines while
considering the likelihood of ± 2 WIF

Figure 7.12. Optimal fault slope by selecting 176-m and 1-km baselines and illustrated
for -2 WIF

ephemeris monitor. In contrast, the three threshold regions provide broader flexibility

in the baseline length ratio (in the range of 0.24 to 0.32) at the expense of more
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extended filtering periods.

7.3 The SF monitor in the presence of tropospheric turbulence

The SF ephemeris monitor and IGM of Chapter 6 assume a nominal tropo-

spheric delay that cancels out in the double difference carrier phase measurement.

However, in recent years, short-duration localized neutral atmospheric disturbances,

known as tropospheric turbulence, have been observed at multiple GBAS sites [107].

The nominal troposphere delay assumption fails in the presence of tropospheric tur-

bulence, and it appears as a gradient in the test statistic. This means that even

if ephemeris failures or ionospheric gradients are absent, the monitors may alarm

simply due to the tropospheric turbulence. It is worth noting, however, that GBAS

users are not affected by the small magnitude of tropospheric turbulence, but the

GF must consider monitor triggers due to the extreme sensitivity of the carrier phase

measurements.

There have been extensive studies on the behavior of tropospheric turbulence

and its influence on the GBAS GF [108, 109]. It can be caused by multiple reasons

such as strong wind shears, temperature gradients, unbalanced flow, mountain-waves,

and gravity wave wind shear [110, 111]. In [112], the effect of tropospheric turbu-

lence was observed to cause up to 10-cm residual error in differential carrier phase

measurement. This residual error triggers an alarm in the double-difference carrier

phase monitor [107]. Typically, tropospheric anomalies exist in the lower atmosphere

and only affect small areas, and unlike ionospheric gradients, they do not scale with

(baseline) distance.

Since tropospheric turbulence is a local effect, we propose using a replica base-

line configuration (again, parallel to runway), but at a larger distance than the scale

of tropospheric turbulence structures. For the dual-baseline configuration (b12 and
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b13) of Figure 7.1, a duplicate-baseline configuration (b45 and b46) is utilized at an

example 1-km distance (Figure 7.13). This orthogonal separation of 1 km allows us

to assume tentatively that the tropospheric anomaly affects only one baseline config-

uration at a time; thus, the monitor is designed to alarm only if both configurations

alarm:

qIGM
1 = �2�i,j

1,2 � bT12�ei,j � ��2nij
12 = bT12↵ + "�2�i,j

1,2

qIGM
2 = �2�i,j

1,3 � bT13�ei,j � ��2nij
13 = bT13↵ + "�2�i,j

1,3

qIGM
3 = �2�i,j

4,5 � bT45�ei,j � ��2nij
45 = bT45↵ + "�2�i,j

4,5

qIGM
4 = �2�i,j

4,6 � bT46�ei,j � ��2nij
46 = bT46↵ + "�2�i,j

4,6

and the detection rule is

if
⇢
{qIGM

1 � T} [ {qIGM
2 � T}

�
\
⇢
{qIGM

3 � T} [ {qIGM
4 � T}

�
! alarm.

(7.9)

Figure 7.13. Illustration of the duplicate baselines to tackle tropospheric turbulence

The cycle ambiguity resolution within the ephemeris monitor is not impacted

by tropospheric turbulence because it is eliminated in the difference between carrier

and code phase measurements (Equation (6.12)). However, this is not the case for
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the IGM as ambiguities are resolved using carrier-plus-code measurements (Equation

(6.16)). To account for tropospheric error in the ambiguity resolution, it is assumed

that the differential error standard deviation due to tropospheric anomalies can be

bounded by a Gaussian distribution with an example standard deviation of 15 mm.

This 15 mm is used in computing the post-filtering ambiguity standard deviation that

is then used in subsequent results. The example 15-mm � needs to be validated, and

in the case of increased number, it only affects the filtering period to get ambiguities.

The probability of FA and MD are given as

PFA = P

⇢�
q1 � T [ q2 � T

 
\
�
q3 � T [ q4 � T

 
| H0

�

= P

⇢
q1 � T [ q2 � T | H0

�
P

⇢
q3 � T [ q4 � T | H0

�
,

(7.10)

PMD = P

⇢�
q1 � T \ q2 � T

 
[
�
q3 � T \ q4 � T

 
| Hf

�

 P

⇢
q1 � T \ q2 � T | Hf

�
+ P

⇢
q3 � T \ q4 � T | Hf

�
.

(7.11)

Although the original and duplicate configurations are spatially separated, nominal

ionospheric effects can cause correlation between the test statistics. However, in the

FA analysis, we conservatively assume that test statistics q1 and q2 are independent

from q3 and q4. The bounds for these probabilities can be derived similarly to Equa-

tions (7.3) and (7.4). The addition of a replica baseline configuration reduces the FA

probability as the tropospheric turbulence is local and only impacts one of the two

baselines, but the additional baseline impacts the probability of MD as illustrated in

Equation (7.11). The resultant PMD is larger in Equation (7.11) compared to Equa-

tion (7.11) due to the additional test statistics from the second configuration that

might mis-detect.

Using Equation (7.10), a filtering period of 600 s is sufficient to meet the re-

quired PFA for 285-m and 1-km baselines. However, the additional terms in Equation
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(7.11) will cause the low probability portion of PMD to be greater than the require-

ment. Therefore, increasing the filtering period to 1100 s is necessary to satisfy the

MD requirement (Figure 7.14). The same baseline configuration with a 425-s filtering

period was sufficient to meet the ephemeris monitor requirement as shown in Figure

7.15.

Figure 7.14. PMD vs ranging error for the IGM under tropospheric turbulence using
285-m and 1-km baselines while considering the likelihood of ± 1 WIF

To sum up, this chapter provides detailed analysis of the SF ephemeris monitor

and IGM. Depending on the GBAS site and performance requirements, baseline

length and filtering period should be selected for a case of single long-baseline or

dual short-baselines. The presence of troposphere turbulence is a rare event, but the

proposed monitor is still able to perform fault detection efficiently.
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Figure 7.15. PMD vs ranging error for the ephemeris monitor under tropospheric
turbulence using 285-m and 1-km baselines pair while considering the likelihood of
± 1 WIF
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CHAPTER 8

DF SPATIAL GRADIENT MONITOR FOR GBAS

This chapter investigates the effect of the upcoming GPS L5 frequency on

improving the performance of SF spatial gradient monitors in Chapters 6 and 7. As

discussed in the introduction, multiple constellations with dual-frequency (DF) signals

will be operational in the near future and they have great potential to improve GBAS

performance. Using only the GPS L1 and L5 signals, this chapter demonstrates the

significant improvement it brings to gradient detection.

The introduction of dual frequency signals enables the removal of first order

ionospheric delay at GBAS users without any support needed from the GBAS GF.

However, it comes at a significant cost in the position solution as the resulting IF signal

is noisier than the SF signal [113]. Thus, in order to service both SF and DF users, it

will be assumed that SF is utilized for positioning by airborne users and the second

frequency is used only for gradient detection at the GF [114]. Assuming GBAS users

are relying on SF, this chapter describes how to use DF to detect ephemeris failures

and ionospheric gradients for rising, newly acquired, and re-acquired satellites6.

8.1 DF monitor concept

The double difference carrier phase measurement for satellites i and j using

antennas k and l can be written, from Equations (6.1) and (6.7), as

�2�i,j
k,l = �

2ri,jk,l +�
2T ij

kl ��
2I ijkl + ��2nij

kl + "�2�i,j
k,l
. (8.1)

6©2020 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from J. Patel, “Detecting Hazardous
Spacial Gradients at Satellite Acquisition in GBAS", IEEE Transactions on Aerospace
and Electronic Systems, Aug 2020. [96].
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Now, the measurement equations for L1 and L5 frequencies are written in units of

cycles as

�2'i,j
L1,k,l =

�2�i,j
L1,k,l

�L1
=

1

�L1
(�2ri,jk,l +�

2T ij
kl ��

2I ijL1,kl) +�
2nij

L1,kl +
"�2�i,j

L1,k,l

�L1

(8.2)

�2'i,j
L5,k,l =

�2�i,j
L5,k,l

�L5
=

1

�L5
(�2ri,jk,l +�

2T ij
kl ��

2I ijL5,kl) +�
2nij

L5,kl +
"�2�i,j

L5,k,l

�L5

(8.3)

where, we assume that �("�2�i,j
L1,k,l

) ⇡ �("�2�i,j
L5,k,l

) = �("�2�ij
kl
), and �("�2�ij

kl
) is the

standard deviation of the differential L1 carrier phase measurement error.

The so-called “widelane" measurement is constructed by subtracting Equation

(8.3) from (8.2)

�2'i,j
w,k,l ⌘ �

2'i,j
L1,k,l ��

2'ij
L5,kl

=
1

�w
(�2ri,jk,l +�

2T ij
kl +

�L5

�L1
�2I ijL1,kl) +�

2nij
w,kl +

1

�w
"�2�i,j

w,k,l

(8.4)

where �("�2�i,j
w,k,l

) =
p
2�("�2�i,j

k,l
), and the wavelength of the widelane signal, about

four times longer than the L1, is

�w =
1

1
�L1

� 1
�L5

=
�L1�L5

�L5 � �L1
= 75.14 cm.

Rewriting the widelane measurement in meters,

�2�i,j
w,k,l = �w�

2'i,j
w,k,l = �

2ri,jk,l +�
2T ij

kl +
�L5

�L1
�2I ijL1,kl + �w�

2nij
w,kl + "�2�i,j

w,k,l
.

(8.5)

8.1.1 DF ephemeris monitor. As stated in Subsection 6.1.1, the GF needs to

detect only one satellite ephemeris failure at any given time. For example, a satellite

i is considered as faulty while satellite j is fault-free, and the widelane measurement

is written for antennas 1 and 2 as

�2�i,j
w,1,2 = bT12�ei,j + bT12�ei +�

2T ij
12 + �w�

2nij
w,12 + "�2�i,j

w,1,2
. (8.6)
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Similar to Equation (6.7), the differential range term is written as a function of the

ephemeris fault vector, baseline length, and line of sight unit vector. The differen-

tial ionospheric delay is assumed nominal under the faulted ephemeris hypothesis.

Assuming that the widelane ambiguities are known, which will be discussed in the

following subsection, the test statistic can be formed as

qEPH,DF = �2�i,j
w,1,2 � bT12�ei,j � �w�

2nij
w,12

= bT12�ei +�
2T ij

12 + "�2�i,j
w,1,2

= bT12�ei + "q

(8.7)

In the development of the SF monitor, we presumed nominal troposphere

and then added a parallel replica monitor to resolve tropospheric turbulence issues

(Section 7.3). Here, in this DF monitor development, we will treat differential tropo-

sphere effects explicitly. The term "q represents the differential carrier phase error in

the presence of a tropospheric anomaly.

8.1.2 DF IGM. Similarly, the widelane measurement, Equation (8.5), is utilized to

detect instantaneous ionospheric gradients. Considering an affected satellite i and an

unaffected satellite j, between antennas 1 and 2, the measurement equation becomes:

�2�i,j
w,1,2 = bT12�ei,j +�2T ij

12 +
�L5

�L1
�I iL1 + �w�

2nij
w,12 + "�2�i,j

w,1,2
(8.8)

where �I iL1 is the differential ionospheric error between antennas which is modeled

using Equation (6.10). Therefore, the test statistics can be formed, assuming known

ambiguities from Subsection (8.2), as

qIGM,DF = �2�i,j
w,1,2 � bT12�ei,j � �w�

2nij
w,12

=
�L5

�L1
bT12↵ +�2T ij

12 + "�2�ij
w,12

=
�L5

�L1
bT12↵ + "q.

(8.9)
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Comparing Equations (6.11) and (8.9), we can see that the test statistic

qIGM,DF benefits from a gain factor �L5/�L1 when the ionospheric front is present.

However, the effect of tropospheric turbulence is considered directly in the distribu-

tion of fault-free test statistics, and qIGM,DF will be less sensitive to spatial gradients

compared to qIGM,SF.

8.2 DF monitor initialization

The widelane cycle ambiguity estimation must be constructed such that it is

immune to ephemeris and ionospheric faults. Here, we seek the widelane ambiguity to

compute test statistics in Equations (8.7) and (8.9). To get the widelane ambiguities,

the “narrowlane" code is subtracted from the widelane carrier to form a geometry-free

IF observable [115, 116].

⇢inr,k =
⇣⇢iL1,k
�L1

+
⇢iL5,k
�L5

⌘⇣ �L1�L5

�L1 + �L5

⌘

=rik + dti + dtk + T i
k +

�L5

�L1
I iL1,k

+
⇣ �L1

�L1 + �L5

⌘
dif,⇢,k +

⇣ �L1�L5

�L1 + �L5

⌘⇣"i⇢L1,k

�L1
+

"⇢iL5,k

�L5

⌘
(8.10)
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L5,k

�L5

⌘⇣ �L1�L5

�L5 � �L1

⌘

=rik + dti + dtk + T i
k +

�L5

�L1
I iL1,k

+
⇣ �L1�L5

�L5 � �L1

⌘
(ni

L1,k � ni
L5,k)�

⇣ �L1

�L5 � �L1

⌘
dif,�,k

+
⇣ �L1�L5

�L5 � �L1

⌘⇣"i�L1,k

�L1
�

"�i
L5,k

�L5

⌘

(8.11)

where,

rik is the true range from receiver k to satellite i,

dti is ith satellite’s clock bias,

dtk is receiver k clock bias,

T i
k is tropospheric delay error,
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I iL1,k is L1-ionospheric delay error and,

dif,⇢,k & dif,�,k are inter-frequency biases for the code and carrier phase measurements,

respectively, and

"⇢k is raw code measurement error for receiver k.

Zi
GF,k = �i

wr,k � ⇢inr,k

=
⇣ �L1�L5

�L5 � �L1

⌘
(ni

L1,k � ni
L5,k) + diGF,k + "Zi

GF,k

= �wn
i
w,k + diGF,k + "Zi

GF,k

(8.12)

where,

Zi
GF,k is a geometry-free IF measurement for satellite i and antenna k,

diGF,k is a geometry-free IF inter-frequency bias;

diGF,k =
⇣ �L1

�L1 � �L5

⌘
dif,�,k �

⇣ �L1

�L1 + �L5

⌘
dif,⇢,k,

"Zi
GF,k

accounts for the multipath and other error in the measurement with a

variance (�2
ZGF

). In this analysis, we assume that the measurement errors on L1 and

L5 are independent.

�2
ZGF

= �2
w

"⇣�2
�L1

�2
L1

+
�2
�L5

�2
L5

⌘
+
⇣�L5 � �L1

�L1 + �L5

⌘2⇣�2
⇢L1

�2
L1

+
�2
⇢L5

�2
L5

⌘#

where,

�2
ZGF

is the geometry free variance,

�2
�L1

, �2
�L5

are the L1 and L5 raw carrier phase noise variances,

�2
⇢L1

, �2
⇢L5

are L1 and L5 raw code phase noise variances.

The inter-frequency bias term in Equation (8.12) can be eliminated using dou-

ble differencing between two satellites and two antennas. Thus, the geometry-free

measurement for faulty satellite i and fault-free (previously monitor-validated) satel-
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lite j using antennas k and l is written as

�2Zi,j
GF,k,l = �w�

2ni,j
w,k,l + "�2Zi,j

GF,k,l
(8.13)

and its variance as

�2
�2ZGF

= �2
w

"⇣�2
�2�L1

�2
L1

+
�2
�2�L5

�2
L5

⌘
+
⇣�L5 � �L1

�L1 + �L5

⌘2⇣�2
�2⇢L1

�2
L1

+
�2
�2⇢L5

�2
L5

⌘#
. (8.14)

Filtering �2ZGF reduces the effect of measurement errors and may allow res-

olution of the widelane ambiguity term in Equation (8.13). Due to the longer wave-

length compared to the SF case, a shorter filtering period is sufficient to get acceptable

correct widelane ambiguities.

�2n̂i,j
w,k,l =

P
�2Zi,,j

GF,k,l

T = �2ni,j
w,k,l + "�2n̂w (8.15)

where T is the number of independent samples considering an error correlation time

of 2 s (Appendix G) and

"�2n̂i,j
w,k,l

⇠ N

✓
0,

��2ZGFp
T

◆
. (8.16)

8.3 Performance Evaluation of DF monitors

Since the test statistics of the DF monitor behave similarly to the SF monitor

in the event of spatial gradients, the derivation of FA and MD probabilities can be

retrieved from Subsection 6.3. The key difference in the DF monitor is that test

statistics require the widelane cycle ambiguity. Since the wavelength of the widelane

signal is much larger (approximately four times) than the L1 frequency, the resolution

of the widelane cycle ambiguity is much faster than the L1 cycle ambiguity. Using the

same measurement error models as the L1 frequency, the likelihood is high that CIF is

sufficient to meet FA requirements for the DF monitor—no need for multiple threshold

regions. Finally, FA and MD probabilities of the DF monitor can be expressed as
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shown in Equations (6.22) and (8.17), respectively.

PMD  P

⇢
q < T | Hf , CIF

�
P{CIF}+

✓
1� P{CIF}

◆
(8.17)

In this analysis, we evaluated the DF monitor performance relative to the same

GAST-D requirements as before for ephemeris faults and ionospheric fronts (Subsec-

tion 6.4). Actual DF GBAS requirements have not been developed yet and may differ.

For the future L5 frequency, we utilized the same error model as the one used for the

L1 frequency: the CDF of the double difference carrier phase measurement error can

be overbounded by a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of

6 mm, and the double difference pseudorange is bounded by a standard deviation of

84 cm with autocorrelation time constant of 2 s [104]. To also account for potential

tropospheric turbulence, we assume that "q in Equations (8.7) and (8.9) is bounded

by a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 15 mm. This will

result in a larger threshold to meet FA requirements. Also, the cycle resolution step

is inherently immune to tropospheric delay in the DF approach.

To illustrate the performance of the DF monitor, a 600-m baseline is used as

an example. Under the fault-free hypothesis, Equations (8.7) and (8.9) are identical.

Thus, using Equation (6.22), a filtering period of 337 s and a threshold of 94 mm are

adequate to meet the probability of FA requirement.

Under the fault hypothesis, PMD of the DF ephemeris monitor is evaluated

and shown in Figure 8.1. Compared to the SF ephemeris monitor, a single shorter

baseline is sufficient to meet PMD requirements. Figure 8.2 shows the DF monitor

performance when a longer baseline of 1 km is used (as in the SF case).

Similarly, the DF IGM also outperforms the SF monitor as illustrated in Fig-

ures 8.3 and 8.4 for the same two example baselines used in Figures 8.1 and 8.2.

Overall, the benefit of the DF monitor is obvious as observed in faster cycle ambigu-
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Figure 8.1. PMD vs ranging error for the ephemeris monitor using 600-m baseline and
�q ⇠ N (0, 15 mm)

Figure 8.2. PMD vs ranging error for the ephemeris monitor using 1-km baseline and
�q ⇠ N (0, 15 mm)

ity resolution and no need for additional threshold regions. If one wishes to further

reduce filtering time in the DF implementation, the multiple threshold idea can be

utilized.
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These results are based on our assumption that "q is bounded with a standard

deviation of 15 mm. This assumption must be validated for GBAS by post-processing

measurements collected in the presence of tropospheric turbulence. To illustrate the

monitor’s sensitivity to this parameter, the standard deviation of the residual error

is increased from 15 mm to 30 mm. In this case, a filtering period of 420 s with an

increased threshold of 172 mm are sufficient to satisfy the FA requirements for the

ephemeris monitor as well as IGM. The probability of MD for a 1-km baseline is

shown in Figures (8.5) and (8.6) for the ephemeris monitor and IGM, respectively.

Although the performance is degraded compared to Figures (8.2) and (8.4), the de-

tection requirements are still satisfied.

Figure 8.3. PMD vs ranging error for the IGM using 600-m baseline and �q ⇠
N (0, 15 mm)

To sum up, the availability of DF measurements at the GBAS GF leads to

significant monitor performance and operational benefits. The mitigation of FAs due

to tropospheric turbulence is handled directly by the test statistics via an increased

threshold.
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Figure 8.4. PMD vs ranging error for the IGM using 1-km baseline and �q ⇠
N (0, 15 mm)

Figure 8.5. PMD vs ranging error for the ephemeris monitor using 1-km baseline for
�q ⇠ N (0, 30 mm)
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Figure 8.6. PMD vs ranging error for the IGM using 1-km baseline for �q ⇠
N (0, 30 mm)
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION

As seen in Chapter 2, GNSS is self-sufficient to provide worldwide navigation.

GNSS users simply decode broadcast signals from satellites and are able to determine

their position. This dissertation specifically focuses on aircraft navigation for preci-

sion approach and landing where integrity of obtained aircraft positions is critical.

The dissertation contributions enhance ground operations of ARAIM and GBAS to

ultimately support critical approach and landing phases of aircraft.

9.1 Summary of accomplishments for ARAIM OFM

The ARAIM algorithm is inspired from operational RAIM which supports the

en route phase of aircraft flight using single-frequency GPS signals. Since multiple

constellations with dual-frequencies have emerged in the past decade, ARAIM is

intended to exploit largely available GNSS measurements and to support precision

approach and landing operations. The core principle of ARAIM and RAIM is to

perform consistency checks among all collected GNSS signals to detect any outliers in

them, i.e., provides fault-free position solutions. In traditional RAIM, CSP provided

statistics of ranging errors were hardcoded in receivers, while ARAIM will have that

necessary information via the Integrity Support Message (ISM). The ISM is generated

via dedicated OFM at ground and updated periodically to satellites whenever needed.

Two dissertation contributions enable the operation of ARAIM OFM which

shares a responsibility to provide statistics of range errors caused by satellite position

and clock errors. This includes Gaussian parameters (bnom, �URA) to provide realistic

bounds on range errors and fault probabilities (PSAT, PCONST) to consider the failure

of a satellite and a constellation; all terms together are known as Integrity Support
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Data (ISD). ARAIM OFM analyzes all historical broadcast navigation messages to

characterize range errors for each constellation and generates ISD. Since OFM is not

connected to ARAIM users in real time, OFM needs to ensure that generated ISD will

be valid over a certain period. In the first contribution, a new method is developed to

estimate accurate satellite position and clock bias such that the historical broadcast

navigation message can be evaluated. In the second contribution, a new approach is

proposed to characterize satellite position errors directly from broadcast ephemeris

errors.

9.1.1 Estimation of accurate GPS satellite position and clock bias . Unlike

traditional cumbersome satellite-orbit determination, a simple and transparent esti-

mator is developed and demonstrated to provide a truth satellite position and clock

reference for ARAIM OFM. A computationally efficient Information Smoother (IS)

is designed to estimate satellite position, in terms of ephemeris parameters and clock

biases. The IS relies only on GNSS range measurements, collected from a sparsely

distributed global reference receiver network, and a few error models; the necessary

error models are developed and validated using experimental data. The IS is proto-

typed for the GPS constellation with experimental data, which includes step-by-step

guidance for extension to other constellations. The estimated GPS LNAV ephemeris

parameters and satellite clock biases are compared to IGS’s provided orbit and clock

product for its validation. The resulting estimate errors in satellite position, clock

bias and range are explained in detail and are evaluated over ten days. Statistically,

the range errors produced by the estimated LNAV ephemeris parameters and clock bi-

ases are consistently accurate up to 50 cm (±1�), tightly matching with the predicted

covariance from the IS.

9.1.2 Analysis of broadcast GPS ephemeris errors. Once precise satellite po-

sitions and clock biases are available in ARAIM OFM, this contribution demonstrates
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how to evaluate the nominal range error characteristic (bnom, �URA). For the first time,

there is a possibility to have truth ephemeris parameters due to the first contribution.

Thus, an effort is made to understand the nature of range error caused by orbital-

ephemeris-parameter errors directly. As an example, one GPS satellite is discussed in

more detail to understand the behavior of LNAV ephemeris and to characterize the

resulting LNAV ephemeris errors. A simple LNAV ephemeris model (bLNAV, �LNAV) is

generated from observed LNAV ephemeris errors, and then a new method is proposed

to predict range-error bounds from the developed bLNAV and �LNAV parameters. In

this preliminary analysis, the predicted �URA closely matches prior works.

9.2 Summary of accomplishments for GBAS

GBAS is designed to support the landing phase of aircraft navigation with

minimum ground infrastructures. Specifically, this dissertation helps to enable the

Category III landing phase. At a GBAS Ground Facility (GF), GNSS antennas are

placed at a precisely surveyed location to collect range measurements. Then, differ-

ential corrections are generated and broadcast to close-proximity aircraft to improve

their position estimate during landing operation. At the same time, GF locally moni-

tors any threats which could cause unreliable aircraft position estimates due to GNSS

or GBAS failures. In this dissertation, two major threats are detected in real-time.

The first is due to an inaccurate satellite position in a broadcast navigation message.

The second is a hazardous ionospheric front caused by intense ionospheric activity in

a small region.

9.2.1 Detection of inaccurate satellite position and hazardous ionospheric

fronts. Through this dissertation, for the first time, GBAS GF has a methodology

to ensure fault-free satellite acquisition in GBAS. Prior methods had a blind spot in

detection due to carrier phase cycle ambiguity, but here, a cycle ambiguity resolution

is proposed for each fault type such that obtained ambiguities are immune to faults.
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Ambiguity resolution with high integrity requires at least ten minutes to start moni-

toring fault events. The core idea is to obtain limited knowledge of cycle ambiguities

in a short time and handle them through a unique fault-monitor design.

In the first part of development, GBAS GF is assumed to have single fre-

quency GNSS range measurements through multiple spatially separated ground an-

tennas. The limited single frequency measurements help to demonstrate different

practical limitations in GBAS, and all feasible design choices are presented. The pro-

posed monitor uses differential carrier phase measurements to form a test statistic.

Satellite-position failures and ionospheric fronts will have two separate test statistics

to monitor both fault events in real-time. The advantage of the proposed solutions is

that both fault events are monitored using the same ground infrastructure; only the

signal processing scheme is different, and the necessary correlation is considered in

the design. Detailed analysis is performed to optimize design parameters, such as am-

biguity resolution time and a baseline distance between two antennas. It allows each

GBAS GF to make unique decisions in implementation for worldwide airports; for ex-

ample, some airports may have geographical space limitations. Later, the availability

of dual-frequency ranging measurements illustrates the reduced complexity compared

to single-frequency monitors. The dual-frequency monitor design is slightly different

and provides significant improvement in fault-detection.

9.3 Recommended topics for Future Research

A number of recommendations for future work are given in the following sub-

sections for further enhancement of each contribution.

9.3.1 Enhancing the concept of estimating satellite position and clock

biases. The first contribution is an initial step to demonstrate the feasibility of a

simple estimator (IS) without involving a complex orbit determination process. The
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achieved range accuracy of estimated satellite positions and clock biases (�OFM = 0.5

m) is remarkable with simple GNSS measurements and the LNAV orbital model.

However, a few additional approaches can be considered to improve the estimation

performance. The list below provides future research directions which can be inves-

tigated separately, and then integrated into IS.

1) If the filtering-window of IS is extended for a longer period, estimation

accuracy can be further improved. For example, Subsection 3.4.3 demonstrates the

benefits of CNAV ephemeris parameters through covariance analysis. The next im-

mediate step is to incorporate the CNAV model. One can also explore an alternative

model to represent full satellite orbit. Being an offline estimation process, there is no

constraint on number of orbital parameters or using unconventional orbit models.

2) IS mainly relies on code measurements to get absolute range information. If

any un-modeled or systematic error exists in code measurement, it would negatively

impact estimated orbit and clock biases. For example, Section 4.3 demonstrates the

DCB residual which causes an additional code bias. The initial study in the current

work only demonstrates its presence and acknowledges it in IS. However, given the

goal of OFM to reduce bnom as much as possible, it is highly recommended to char-

acterize the DCB residuals based on receiver design such that they can be corrected

in IS. [117] provides a study of characterizing DCB residuals for IGS stations.

3) In the current IS implementation, Differential Code group delay Bias (DCB)

is obtained from IGS for demonstrating the estimation concept. However, any de-

pendence on external organizations should be avoided for ANSP. [118] explains the

methodology used in producing the IGS DCB product. Thus, the same network of

estimating orbit and clock bias can be used for generating DCB estimates in OFM.

The challenge could be to achieve an accurate DCB with limited RGS compared to

IGS stations. It is recommended to perform covariance analysis first to demonstrate
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the feasibility of independent DCB estimates.

4) The selected Reference Ground Stations (RGSs) are simply picked from the

IGS station list to cover the visibility of GPS satellites. A separate study would be

necessary for optimal placement of RGS worldwide; especially, when ANSP would

have a choice in placing RGSs. This selection is more critical for estimating satellite

clock biases as they are estimated instantaneously for each epoch. Thus, any un-

available measurements from RGS would directly impact the ability to estimate clock

biases; the performance of orbit estimation would degrade, but at least continuous

orbit is possible through the orbital model.

5) Based on this experience of analyzing GPS measurements from GBAS

ground stations, the quality of IGS measurements are relatively poor. If ANSP has a

choice, they should pick a consistent antenna and receiver pair in a ground network

which would provide better measurement quality. One can simply check the covari-

ance analysis (Section 3.4) to see potential benefits. Also, the earlier discussed DCB

residuals could be reduced if a network has similar receivers [117].

9.3.2 ISD generation in ARAIM OFM. Methodologies are available for

generating ISD once the truth satellite position and clock biases are available for large

datasets, but quantifying and capturing the distribution of range errors is challenging

in the short-operational period of satellites. In addition, ISD must be valid for a

certain future time-period as OFM is not connected to ARAIM users in real-time. If

any anomaly occurs, a methodology is required to efficiently update ISD as quickly

as possible within a necessary observation period. That is why effort is made in this

dissertation to understand the true nature of range errors from broadcast ephemeris

parameter errors. A few open questions are listed below that could be helpful in

enhancing the understanding of range errors, and ultimately result in better design

choice in ARAIM OFM.
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1) In this dissertation, broadcast ephemeris errors are evaluated for four years,

and then the error model is generated. However, for ARAIM OFM, a methodology

is needed to pick an observation period to generate the ephemeris error model. [28,

Chapter 5] showed that satellite position errors are correlated over a day, which may

not provide sufficient knowledge due to limited sample points of ephemeris errors.

Thus, a method is required to quantify the accuracy of the ephemeris error model

and to find out the necessary observation period in modeling.

2) CSP predicts satellite orbit and generates a set of ephemerides to represent

satellite orbit. Then, the sets of ephemerides are uploaded to the satellite and are

broadcast to GNSS users one by one. Since ephemerides are uploaded together, they

may have correlation in user-experienced range errors. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 discussed

the preliminary results to demonstrate the effect on range errors against elapsed

time from upload. It appears that range errors are correlated within an uploaded

ephemerides set, but detailed investigation is needed to explore the relationship.

3) Since the prediction methodology of satellite orbit is unknown from CSP,

we are not able to claim anything about how ephemeris sets are correlated from one

satellite to another. In this dissertation, a methodology is proposed with an assump-

tion that ephemerides are independent among satellites. It is recommended to verify

this assumption. The worst-case scenario could be a faulty ephemeris contributing

its residual to other satellites on top of their nominal ephemeris errors.

9.3.3 Improvement in spatial-fault detection. The GBAS contributions are fo-

cused to enhance fault detection capability for an ideal single runway. Different design

parameters and antenna placements are optimized for this single runway. However,

GBAS is aimed to support multiple runways in any direction with a few antennas

in place. Thus, there is a need to expand the proposed fault-detection monitor to

support aircraft landing on multiple runways simultaneously. This will be more fa-
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vorable for GBAS operations such as curved flight approach and efficient air-traffic

management.

One of the major dissertation contributions is to resolve carrier phase cycle

ambiguities in a short period to quickly start monitoring faults. It was shown that

limited knowledge on ambiguity resolution can be used for efficient fault monitoring.

Until the ambiguity resolution process has completed for a satellite, GBAS GF has

to wait for monitoring, and the satellite may not be used by GBAS users. Thus,

it is ideal to reduce ambiguity resolution time as much as possible with different

techniques. For example, the LAMBDA method can be considered instead of the

used rounding approach.

Tropospheric turbulence is a nuisance event which significantly causes false-

alarm in carrier-phase measurement based monitors. Here, in this dissertation, avail-

able information of tropospheric turbulence is used to make an educated assumption.

Given the scope of GBAS to worldwide airports, more quantitative knowledge is

needed for different regions to characterize the nature of tropospheric turbulence in

worst-case scenarios.
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTING THE NUMERICAL JACOBIAN MATRIX OF THE LNAV MODEL
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We consider a numerical approach to compute the Jacobian matrix due to its

simplicity compared to the theoretical derivation; one can refer to [119, pp 185-189] for

a theoretical approach. However, the derivative using the Newton’s difference quotient

method (two-point estimation) requires a small deviation as an input which directly

contributes to derivative errors. To minimize derivative errors, we use Equation (A.1)

which is known as the four-point estimation [120, pp 100-101].

df

dp
=

f(p� 2�p)� 8f(p��p) + 8f(p+�p)� f(p+ 2�p)

12�p
(A.1)

where, p is an orbital parameter, and �p is an input small deviation.

Moreover, choosing an appropriate small deviation (�p) is also crucial. If we

choose a larger�p, it will produce an inaccurate derivative. On the other hand, choos-

ing a very small value introduces rounding errors. Instead, we utilize the Richardson

extrapolation method to achieve precise derivatives [121]. In this method, we input

�p and a required precision limit (✏) on the derivative, and �p is automatically ad-

justed to achieve the precise derivative. The suitable input �p for the LNAV model

is validated and listed in Table A.1.
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Table A.1. Inputs (small deviation) to compute Jacobian matrix using the Richardson
extrapolation method

orbital parameter �p ✏

1 M0 10-2 10-3

2 �n 10-6 100

3 e 10-5 1

4
p
A 1 10-1

5 ⌦0 10-2 10-3

6 i0 10-2 10-3

7 ! 10-2 10-3

8 ⌦̇ 10-6 1

9 IDOT 10-6 1

10 Cuc 10-2 1

11 Cus 10-2 1

12 Crc 1 10-7

13 Crs 1 10-7

14 Cic 10-2 1

15 Cis 10-2 1
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APPENDIX B

IMPROVING THE CONDITIONING OF THE INFORMATION MATRIX
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As discussed in Subsection 3.2.3, the Information Smoother (IS) faces numeri-

cal issues while inverting the information matrix due to its ill-condition. The solution

is that the state vector corresponding to orbital parameters is scaled using Table B.1

such that the information matrix will have better conditioning for the inverse oper-

ation. At the end of IS, the orbital parameters of interest are obtained by dividing

the same scaling factor into the estimated orbital state vector.

Table B.1. Scaling Factor (multiplier) to modified equinoctial elements

Parameter Scaling Factor

1 L 3⇥ 106

2 �n 13⇥ 109

3 eX 5⇥ 106

4
p
A 16⇥ 102

5 ⌦ 2.5⇥ 106

6 i0 2.3⇥ 106

7 eY 5⇥ 106

8 ⌦̇ 1.1⇥ 1010

9 IDOT 9⇥ 109

10 Cuc 2⇥ 106

11 Cus 2⇥ 106

12 Crc 8⇥ 10�2

13 Crs 8⇥ 10�2

14 Cic 1.5⇥ 106

15 Cis 1.5⇥ 106
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APPENDIX C

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR AN IGS STATION IN ARAIM OFM
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The following steps are suggested to include an IGS station. The first few

steps are a quick check from the IGS website to get a rough estimate of measurement

quality, and then the additional steps will help us to make a final decision by observing

specific errors.

Step (1): Select a site which has an RMS multipath value lower than 0.5 m

for each frequency [122]. An RMS multipath value can be accepted up to 1 m if there

is no other site nearby.

Step (2): Ensure the availability of antenna location and its phase center offset

values in the SINEX file for the selected site [77].

Step (3): After fulfilling the previous two steps, download the RINEX 2.11

file containing raw ranging measurements. Ensure the availability of interested mea-

surement types and notice the C/N0 values in the file. The L1 signal must roughly

measure above 35 dBHz to indicate good quality of recorded measurements. In the

absent of C/N0 or lower values, the first suggestion is to avoid the site, but if one must

consider the site, only accept it after observing code and carrier phase multipath.

Step (4): Compute IF code multipath as suggested in Subsection 4.2.1. Ensure

that code multipath values are close to the expected RMS value from Step 1. If code

multipath is significantly high, specifically below 20-deg elevation angle, avoid the

site.

Step (5): Currently, a model for the site dependent code GDV is not available.

So, select the site having an antenna type from [66] such that its effects are minimum

and known. Once the GDV model is available, this step can be avoided.

Step (6): Since the effect of signal deformation on code measurements is still

under investigation for different receiver types, we suggested an alternative analysis in

Section 4.3 to observe resulting code biases. Perform the similar analysis and ensure
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consistent code biases for a new site. If a transient bias exists (like Figure 4.14), avoid

the site as it will have adverse effects in the estimation.

Step (7): This step is mainly to ensure measurement quality from low and

high latitude sites. Both locations are susceptible to ionospheric scintillation on a

regular basis, which leads to poor tracking and recording of measurements. Thus, in

this step, carrier multipath is observed for a quality check. The magnitude of carrier

multipath is not important, but any unexpected large number, more than a quarter

of the carrier wavelength, would indicate the poor receiver quality.
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APPENDIX D

HIGH-PASS FILTER FOR OBSERVING DIFFERENTIAL CARRIER

MULTIPATH
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Usually, carrier multipath is observed by computing double-difference (DD)

carrier phase measurements, which are the combination between two closely-located

antennas and two satellites. However, the IGS network has mostly single antenna

sites. Thus, observing DD carrier multipath is not possible for IGS RGSs. Instead,

we propose a highpass filter to observe differential carrier multipath by leveraging

dual-frequency carrier measurements. Specifically, the GPS L1 carrier signal is sub-

tracted from the GPS L2 carrier signal to remove the majority of range errors, and

we are left with ionospheric delay, cycle ambiguity, and differential carrier multipath.

Then, the digital highpass filter with a cut-off frequency (fc) of 1.66 mHz (10 min)

is employed to extract differential carrier multipath from L1 minus L2 (L1mL2) car-

rier measurements. In the following paragraph, we consider a specific site which has

dual-frequency measurements from two closely-located antennas such that conven-

tional DD and differential carrier multipath can be evaluated and compared. The

last paragraph discusses the reason behind selecting the 1.66-mHz cut-off frequency.

From prior work [50], dual-frequency GPS measurements collected from 82-m

separated (two) antennas are used here. As discussed in [50], DD carrier multipath

is computed between two satellites and two antennas for GPS L1 carrier phase mea-

surement and shown in Figure D.1; Figure D.3 shows the same DD carrier multipath

depending on elevation angle. Now, the proposed highpass filter (fc=1.66 mHz) is

implemented on GPS L1 minus GPS L2 carrier phase measurements. As a result,

differential carrier multipath is obtained and shown in Figure D.2. By comparing

Figures D.1 and D.2, we conclude that both methods produce closely matching car-

rier multipath. Furthermore, the comparison with elevation angle is also shown in

Figures D.3 and D.4. The only limitation of the highpass filter method is that the low

frequency content of antenna phase center is removed, but the magnitude of carrier

multipath is still observable.
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Differential carrier multipath using the highpass filter method has only one

designed variable: cut-off frequency (fc). The selection of fc is crucial as incorrect fc

would lead to either ionospheric content in differential carrier multipath or removal

of actual carrier multipath. We analyzed multiple stations for the selection of 1.66-

mHz fc, and here we show the effect on differential carrier multipath by reducing fc.

Figure D.5 shows carrier multipath on PRN 31 using three approaches: a reduced

fc of 1.11 mHz, the final fc of 1.66 mHz, and the DD method. Clearly, carrier

multipath using the DD method and the 1.66 mHz fc are closely matching, whereas

carrier multipath using the 1.11-mHz fc has slightly higher magnitude with low-

frequency content. The higher magnitude using 1.11 mHz fc could be acceptable as

being close to typical carrier multipath, but carrier multipath usually lasts for a short

period unlike the hours shown in Figure D.5. Moreover, the same carrier mutlipath of

PRN 31 is plotted against the elevation angle in Figure D.6, where the low-frequency

content lasts up to a 40-deg elevation angle. Therefore, we conclude that carrier

multipath using the 1.11-mHz fc has minor ionospheric residuals, and the 1.11-mHz

fc is unacceptable.
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Figure D.1. DD carrier multipath on GPS L1 signal

Figure D.2. Differential carrier multipath on L1 minus L2 signal
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Figure D.3. DD carrier multipath as a function of elevation angle on GPS L1 signal

Figure D.4. Differential carrier multipath as a function of elevation angle on L1 minus
L2 signal
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Figure D.5. Carrier multipath on PRN31 trace using different methods

Figure D.6. Differential carrier multipath when fc is reduced to unacceptable 1.11
mHz
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APPENDIX E

PRECISE CODE MEASUREMENT TERMS FOR CALCULATING IONO-FREE

CODE RESIDUAL
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The precise range between transmitting (satellite i) and receiving (IGS RGS

j) antenna phase center is

ri,jk = kXj �X i
kk � i,jeTk

 
ARP j + SET j

k +
f 2
L1

f 2
L1 � f 2

L2

APCj
L1 �

f 2
L2

f 2
L1 � f 2

L2

APCj
L2

!

(E.1)

where,

Xj is the Monument Marker (MM) location vector for the IGS station [77],

X i
k is satellite position vector from the IGS orbit product after considering

signal traveling time and the Sagnac effect,

ARP j is the Antenna Reference Point (ARP) vector describing antenna

mounted location from the MM,

APCj
L1, APCj

L2 are pre-calibrated APC vector for GPS L1 and L2 frequency signals.

Note that all vectors are in the ECEF frame.

The receiver clock bias (�tj) for IGS stations is available at 300-s sample

intervals in [84]. The same file also includes GPS satellite clock biases. Since IGS

employs a different convention to define their APC compared to the GPS control

segment defined APC [86], the IGS satellite clock needs to be transformed at GPS

control segment defined APC as

�tik = �tik,IGS +
1

c
(IGS APC offseti � Navigation APC offseti) + �tRC,i (E.2)

where,

�tiIGS is satellite clock bias available directly from the IGS clock

product [84],

IGS APC offseti is a radial offset of IGS defined APC from COM and obtained

from [87], and

Navigation APC offseti is a radial offset of GPS control segment defined APC from

COM and obtained from [88].

For the troposphere delay term, IGS provides the Zenith Troposheric Delay
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(ZTD) product for their stations [85]. This ZTD product is utilized with wet vienna

mapping functions 1 (VMF1) to obtain slant tropospheric delay [64].

Equation (E.3) indicates the effective DCB correction (derivation is available

in [75, Appendix A]) for the IF code measurement generated from GPS C1 and P2

code measurements.

DCBi
SV =

f 2
L1

f 2
L1 � f 2

L2

DCBC1�P1 (E.3)

where, DCBC1�P1 is available in [78], and the notation of C1 and P1 is consistent

with RINEX 2.11.
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APPENDIX F

BROADCAST EPHEMERIS ERRORS AND TRUTH EPHEMERIS VIA

ORBIT-FITTING
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(a) Estimated mean anomaly during 4 years

(b) Error in mean anomaly during 4 years

Figure F.1. Mean anomaly (M0)
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(a) Estimated mean motion difference during 4 years

(b) Error in mean motion difference during 4 years

Figure F.2. Mean motion difference (�n)
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(a) Estimated longitude of ascending node during 4 years

(b) Error in longitude of ascending node during 4 years

Figure F.3. Longitude of ascending node (⌦0)
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(a) Estimated inclination angle during 4 years

(b) Error in inclination angle during 4 years

Figure F.4. Inclination angle (i0)
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(a) Estimated argument of perigee during 4 years

(b) Error in argument of perigee during 4 years

Figure F.5. Argument of perigee (!)
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(a) Estimated rate of right ascension during 4 years

(b) Error rate of right ascension during 4 years

Figure F.6. Rate of right ascension node (⌦̂0)
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(a) Estimated rate of inclination angle during 4 years

(b) Error in rate of inclination angle during 4 years

Figure F.7. Rate of inclination angle (IDOT)
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(a) Estimated amplitude of the cosine correction term to the argument

of latitude during 4 years

(b) Error in amplitude of the cosine correction term to the argument

of latitude during 4 years

Figure F.8. Amplitude of the cosine correction term to the argument of latitude (Cuc)
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(a) Estimated amplitude of the sine correction term to the argument

of latitude during 4 years

(b) Error in amplitude of the sine correction term to the argument of

latitude during 4 years

Figure F.9. Amplitude of the sine correction term to the argument of latitude (Cus)
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(a) Estimated amplitude of the cosine correction term to the orbit

radius during 4 years

(b) Error in amplitude of the cosine correction term to the orbit radius

during 4 years

Figure F.10. Amplitude of the cosine correction term to the orbit radius (Crc)
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(a) Estimated amplitude of the sine correction term to the orbit radius

during 4 years

(b) Error in amplitude of the sine correction term to the orbit radius

during 4 years

Figure F.11. Amplitude of the sine correction term to the orbit radius (Crs)
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(a) Estimated amplitude of the cosine correction term to the angle of

inclination during 4 years

(b) Error in amplitude of the cosine correction term to the angle of

inclination during 4 years

Figure F.12. Amplitude of the cosine correction term to the angle of inclination (Cic)
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(a) Estimated amplitude of the sine correction term to the angle of

inclination during 4 years

(b) Error in amplitude of the sine correction term to the angle of

inclination during 4 years

Figure F.13. Amplitude of the sine correction term to the angle of inclination (Cis)
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APPENDIX G

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF GBAS ANTENNA
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Raw pseudorange and carrier phase measurements were collected from the

GBAS Test facility in Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR). A Multipath

Limiting Antenna (MLA) is an array antenna that rejects multipath while meeting

the signal-to-noise ratio requirements at low elevation. The characterization of pseu-

dorange measurement error can be carried out in two ways: computing pseudorange

minus carrier, or computing the double difference pseudorange residual. Since we

rely on single and double difference for ambiguity resolution in Chapters 6, 7, and

8, we opted for the double difference approach. Similar to the carrier phase residual

development in Equations (6.1) to (6.7), the double difference pseudorange residual

error between two receivers (k & l) and two satellites (i &j) is computed using the

line of sight vectors (ei and ej ) and baseline bkl as

r�2
⇢
= ⇢ik � ⇢il � (⇢jk � ⇢jl )� bTkl(�ei ��ej) = "�2⇢ijkl

. (G.1)

Figure G.1 shows the residual in Equation (G.1) computed for a 27-h period

of EWR data starting from 90.5 h to 118 h of GPS week 1887. In [104], we showed

that the double difference pesudorange residual errors are overbounded by a zero-

mean Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 84 cm. Since the time

correlation of this residual is crucial for ambiguity resolution, here we illustrate the

auto-correlation function for one of the processed satellites (PRN 26). Figure G.2

shows the autocorrelation value for a 2.4-h-long residual set. To find a time-constant,

we draw the exp(-1) line on the figure, which is shown as a red horizontal line. Now,

the lag at which the red line intersects the auto-correlation function is the FOGMP

time constant (it is assumed that FOGMP is an adequate model for colored multipath

noise behavior). From the close-up view of Figure G.2, we can see resultant time

constant of 0.88 s. Similarly, we computed the time constant for all pseudorange

residual sets and concluded that a 2-s time constant is conservative for ambiguity

resolution [104].
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Figure G.1. Double-difference pseudorange residual

Figure G.2. Example of normalized auto-correlation with exp(-1) line in red
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